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Evaluating the performance of organisations is essential to good planning and control. 
Part of this process is monitoring the performance of organisations against their goals. 
The comparative efficiency of organizations using common inputs and outputs makes it 
possible for organizations to improve their performance so that can operate 8.':l the 
most efficient organizations. Resources and outputs can be very diversified in nature 
and it is complex to assess organizations using such resources and outputs. Data En-
velopment Analysis models are designed to facilitate this of assessment and aim to 
evaluate the relative efficiency of organisations. 
Chapter 2 is dedicated to the basic Data Envelopment Analysis. \Ve present the follow-
ing: 
• A review of t,he Data Envelopment Analysis models 
• The properties and particularities of each model. 
In chapter 3, we present our literature survey on restrictions. Data Envelopment 
Analysis is a value-free frontier which has the of yielding more objec-
tive efficiency measures. However, the complete freedom in the determination of weights 
for the factors and products) relevant to the assessment of organisations has 
led to SOIIle problems such as: zero-weights and lack of discrimination between efficient 
organizations. \Veight restriction methods were introduced in order to tackle these prob-
lems. The first part of chapter 3 in detail the motivations for weight restrictions 
while the second part presents the actual weight restriction rnethods. 
Chapter 4 looks at the key qUf~stions considered in this study. 
Chapter 5 deals with the structure and implementation of the present sensitivity anal-
ysis. In addition, it presents the data sets that will be analysed. The weight restriction 
methods were found to have some weaknesses. The weight determination process can 












current sensitivity analysis aims to deal with the uncertainty involved in the weight deter-
mination process. However our is not to provide exact \veights but to monitor 
how \veight dmnges affect the score of organisations. The need for stable and 
reliable efficiency measures motivated this sensitivity analysis \vhich encompasses four 
methods. 
Chapter 6 is dedicated to the results of the sensitivity analysis. This study was con-
ducted on three data sets. For each data the four methods yield different results 
which are compiled in tables. Then, we compare the results from each method and draw 
some conclusions. 
The final chapter presents our conclusions and recommendations. The following points 
were discussed: 
• \Ve consider what we can learn from this study and the results obtained. It is very 
interesting that the different methods look at the same problem from different 
angles. The rationale behind each method is also presented. 
• \Ve look at other sensitivity methods that have been performed in other studies 
to examine how the robustness of this analysis differs from them. The current 
sensitivity analysis uses 3 weight restriction methods. \Ve briefly explore the other 
methods. 
• \Ve consider the possibility of conducting other sensitivity analyses which could 
give new insights into the efficiency of organisations and which could maximise 
objective information from the data. The impact of sensitivity analysis on the 
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1.1 Background to the problem 
Every organisation exists for a purpose and sets its objectives accordingly. The extent 
to which an organisation reaches its objectives is determined by how well it performs. 
Performance or efficiency measures can redirect the practices within the organisation 
to ensure that it stays on track to succeed and reach its goals. Determination of firms 
which are technically efficient, provides the base for economic analysis (Thornpson et aI., 
1990b). 
It is difficult to compare organisations with different resources and/or outputs. However, 
DEA with its unique approach is able to tackle this question effectively. mea-
sures are essential to the decision-maker. \Vhere organisations have common resources 
and outputs, it is often interesting to compare their performance. An organisation heW-
ing many branches or departments may well want to compare their performance. Such 
comparative efficiency measures should enable inefficient organisations to emulate the 
more efficient organisations and possibly set appropriate target levels that would render 
them more productive. Good planning cannot be done without a good assessment of 
the status quo. Inappropriate performance measures can be very misleading and even 
damaging for an organisation. It is therefore crucial to obtain reliable efficiency measures 
that can provide a sound basis for assessing the performance of an organisation. The 
measure is influenced by the operat.ing conditions. A change in the operating 
conditions will normally affect an organisations efficiency. It is essential to comprehend 
the extent. of the change that may occur. 
organisation is assessed through its weights and factor levels, which yield an ef-











2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
of their outputs vis a vis the resources employed and are intended to emphasise the effi-
ciency of the organisation assessed. The rationale' of DEA, which seeks to present each 
unit in its best. possible light, is one which, at lefLst initially. shuns subjective judgements 
about the importance of differcnt factors contributing to the rnec1SUH'ment performance 
(Stewart and Belton, 1999). Total flexibility in the determination of weights in DEA has 
led sometimes to inappropriat.e results and conclusions. \Veight restriction methods were 
creat.ed to prevent extreme and unrealistic weights and they use preference information 
in order to set bounds on the weights. As we know preference information is subjective. 
GiW"n that there is a degree of uncertainty involved in this method, there is a need to 
find out what happens to the efficiency measuremcnt of an organisation when it devi-
ates from the restrictions recommended by the stakeholders, analysts or decision-makers. 
1.2 Statement of the problem 
The DEA efficiency measure is a function of the weights. DEA is a method that derives 
the weights directly from the data. methods of weight restrictions have been devel-
oped \vithin DEA to include value judgements to better assess organisations. \Ve know 
that the are related to the operating conditions under which an organisation 
works. An measurement, which is only dependent on the present operating 
conditions, may not. be viable for long term planning. Also, no OIle has total control on 
the exogenous factors affecting the economy. :'Iany unexpected events can change the 
operating conditions and, as a result, affect the efficiency level of organisations e.g. a 
change of market prices, an increase in competition, etc. The fact is that the efficiency 
of an organisation may not survive in the face of changing conditions. In the same 
way a change of policies in the organisation or the introduction of new regulations is 
likely to affect the productivity of an organisation. The question is "how can we be 
certain that the efficiency measurement of an organisation is robust given changes in 
operating conditions'?" Given the nncertainty in the weights, how can we be certain the 
efficiency is not the result of good luck or random behaviour? It would be interesting to 
identify organisations whose efficiency is relatively insensitive to changes. Value 
judgements or preference information are not always available to help us in performing 
effective assessments of organisations. How we handle such cases and derive meaningful 
and objective information from the analyses is crucial. 
Once an efficiency score has been determined for an organisation, we may be tempted 
to stop there. How much information does the efficiency measure convey'? How much 
does it not Does the measure reflect t he strengths and weaknesses 
of the organisation? \Ve would like to be able to explore the strengths and weaknesses 










1.3. A.BIS OF THE STUDY 3 
Value judgeIllents in the form of ratio bounds on the weights imply a degree of uncer-
in the mind of the decision maker as to what weights best reflects the relative 
iIllportances of the individual inputs a.nd outputs, and a single efficiency measure cannot 
capture the extent of this uncertainty (Stewart, 1996). How can \ve assess the degree of 
uncertainty in the mind of the decision maker the relative value of factors? 
All these answers should provide vital information for managers and decision-makers. 
1.3 Aims of the study 
This research work aims to achieve the following objectives: 
• To go beyond the DEA efficiency measures that Illay conceal some weaknesses and 
strengths of the organisation assessed. 
• To investigate the reliability and stability of DEA efficiency measures. 
• To extract maximum objective information from DEA. 
• To explore how ',"'CkHl,>kHf:, operating conditions may affect an organisation's effi-
ciency. 
• To investigate the extent to which some inefficient organisations may perform 
better than efficient organisations. 
• To get more insight from a DEA assessment in the absence of value judgements. 
• To identify role model organisations which are efficient. 
1.4 Limitation of the current research 
• The three data sets analysed in this study were found in the literature. \Ve assume 
that all the relevant resources and outputs were included. \Ve also assume that 
there were no errors in the data. 
• This study does not aim to obtain a single reliable efficiency measure. A range of 
efficiency scores is intenclcd to show the impact of changes OIl efficiency. 
• No value judgement was used in the weight restrictions imposed on each factor 
wl'ight. The bounds are the same for all weight fadars. No ranking of factors was 










CHAPTER 1. INITWDUCTION 
• The Cross-efficiency method used in this sensitivity analysis is an existing method 
although it is specifically used for the purpose of testing the robustness of the 
efficiency measurement of organisations 
• It is assumed that all marginal productivities are decrea'ling. 
1.5 Outline of the thesis 
Chapter 2 a wide review on the models used in DEA and the assumptions attached 
to each one. \Ve look also at the specific characteristics of each model. The rationale 
behind each model together with their mathematical modelling is provided. \Ve consider 
the primal formulation of the model, which is the envelopment approach, then we give 
the dual formulation, which is the value-based method. 
Chapter 3 covers the literature review on weight restriction methods. \Ve present various 
weight restriction methods with their specific traits. We start the chapter with the types 
of weight restrictions in DEA and the different motivations for weight restrictions. Some 
graphical illustrations are also provided for more clarity. 
Chapter 4 presents the research questions considered in this study. 
Chapter 5 gives a detailed presentation of the various methods used in this sensitivity 
analysis. In this study, we have used four methods, which we consider varied enough 
to draw solid conclusions. In the first part of chapter 5 we present the three data sets 
analysed. 
Chapter 6 presents the results for each method. \Ve apply the four methods to each data 
set and correlate the results obtained. An interpretation of the results is provided. 
Chapter 7 contains the final conclusions and recommendations. :\Iany additional ideas 
for possible further research arc also included. 
1. 6 Terminology and Preliminary notation 
• BCC model: DEA model developed Banker, Charnes and Cooper for estimating 
the efficiency of DMUs. It discriminates between technical and scale efficiencies 










1.6. TERJ.IINOLOGY A2\TD PRELBflNARY NOTATION 
• CCR model: DEA model developed by Cooper and Rhodes for estimating 
the efficiency of DJ\IUs. It is characterised by constant returns to scale page 
15) . 
• Constant Returns to scale (CRS): a situation where the scale size of a DlIU will 
not affect its productivity. 
• Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA): a method for measuring the comparative effi-
ciency of homogeneous Decision Making Units (Di\IUs). 
• Decision :'Iaking Unit (DlIU): An organisation that uses resources and produces 
products and/or services . 
• Factor: input and/or output. 
• Input: Resources used to generate products or services e.g. staff, capital 
etc. 
• Outputs: Products or services such as manufactnred items, banking transactions, 
etc. 
• Production Possibility Space (PPS): include all observed and feasible Decision-
:'Iaking Units which function nnder a set of assumptions. 
• Variable Returns to Scale (VRS): a situation where the scale size of a DJ'vIU will 





















Chapter 2 ___ ----1 
Basic DEA Models 
2.1 Introduction on DEA 
2.1.1 Definition 
Data Envelopment Anal.ysis(DEA) is defined by Thanassoulis (1999) as a linear program-
ming based method for assessing the performance of homogeneous organizational units, 
such as hank schools, taJ( offices and hospitals. YUH et a1. (2004) define Data 
EUVE'lopment as a method to estimate the relative efficiency of decision making 
units (D:'.JUs) performing similar tasks in a production that consumes multiple 
inputs to produce multiple outputs. One can also define Data Envelopment Analysis 
as a method for the comparative efficiency of homogeneous decision making 
units(D:'.IUs). DMUs are those performing similar tasks and using the 
same type of inputs to produce the same type of outputs, although in varying amounts. 
The inputs include all resources and/or environmental factors that are transformed into 
the outputs. The outputs include all outcomes and/ or environmental factors. In a 
production context, the resources are labour and capital aud the outcomes are goods 
or services. DEA is a method which applies in a multiple inputs/outputs cont.ext but 
also in a single input or output context. A unit is characterized as a decision making 
unit when it is making decisions on its own in the process of transforming resources into 
outcomes. 
2.1.2 Efficiency in DEA 
The efficiency of a D.i\IU using many inputs and outputs may he defined as weighted 
sum of it.s outputs divided by a weighted sum of its inputs (Charnes et al.. 1978). The 











8 CHAPTER 2. BASIC DEA MODELS 
performance of a unit relative to the other units. Given the fact that. DEA derives its 
efficiency measure from the actual observed data, the efficiency score is related to the 
context in which the D1IU was assessed. If assessed with different Dl'..IUs, the efficiency 
of a D;\.IU is likely t.o be different. The D:"IUs assessed should be able to improve their 
performance. \Ve can identify two kinds of efficiencies in DEA: technical and allocative 
efficiency. Technical efficiency is the mea.'mre of conservation of the resources wit.hout 
prejudice to the outputs or output augmentation without detriment to the inputs. It 
represents the extent to which a D)'IU is efficient without taking int.o account t.he inputs 
or output prices. Technical efficiency may be split up into pure technical efficiency and 
scale efficiency which reveals whether a D:"IU is functioning at an efficient scale size or 
not (30) (Banker et a1., 1084). 
Allocative or price efficiency implies that the inputs and output prices are taken into 
consideration when assessing a DMU's performance. The prices are relative societal 
values for an organization's outputs and resource opportunity costs for its inputs. Price 
efficiency can be more important than technical efficiency (Sexton et al., 1986). 
2.2 Objectives of DEA 
Thanassoulis (200l), Golany and Roll (1988) 
The objectives for carrying out DEA assessment are a..'> follows: 
• To identify the amount and sources of inefficiency of the Dl\IUs. 
• To rank the DMUs involved in the assessment. 
• To identify the efficient Dl\lUs that operate with the same working practices as 
the Dl\IU under consideration so that the latter can emulate the former. 
• To distinguish between managerial and program performance and evaluate them. 
• To reallocate resources that are in excess in a DMU to the D1IUs which are in 
need of them. 
2.3 DEA and other efficiency Inethodologies 
First of aJI, we 'would like to say that the different methods are not meant to exclnde 
each other. Rather, they should complement each other. 











2.4. SOME BABIC CONCEPTS 9 
• Other performance methods like regression analysis are not able to identify the 
sources of inefficiencies of t.he Dl\IUs. 
• DEA cIoes not need a prior specification of the underlying relations and possible 
connection between the inputs and outputs. In for avoiding such specifi-
cations, DEA uses an optimizing principle and a model which utilizes all data on 
the D)'IUs and the inputs and outputs which are deemed to be pertinent to the 
desired evaluations (Charnes et al., 1985). 
• DEA aims to optimize the performance of each individual Dl\IU while other method-
ologies seek to improve the average performance of all the Dl\IUs. 
• DEA assumes that corrective action is possible for the inefficiency that is detected 
(Charnes et al., 1985). Hence, the identification of target input and output levels 
and the efficient peers. 
2.4 Some basic concepts 
2.4.1 Production Possibility Space 
\Ve assess N D.:\IUs. \Ve have m inputs to produce 8 outputs and we are assessing N 
Dl\IUs. Let T be the Production Possibility Set. 
Let 
• Xj be the inputs vector for Dl\IU j, j 1, N 
• Yj be the outputs vector for DMU ), j = 1, ... , N 
• be the inputs of DJ\:IU j (i.e. elements of X j ) 
• .l)r j be the outputs of DJ\IU j elements of Yj ) 
• .1:io= observed value of input i for the unit Dr-IU 0 













CHAPTER 2. BASIC DEA MODELS 
E 
• • F 
Production Possibility Set 
• D 
Efficient Frontier / 
Input 1 
Figure 2.1: Production Possibility Set 
• X is the m x n input matrix 
• Y is the /3 x n output matrix 
• be the input weight of D1\IU 0 
• Ur be the output weight of DMU 0 
• U r r output weight for DMU j 










2.·1. SO)'IE BA.SIC CONCEPTS 11 
D:\IU j uses varIOUS inputs to produce WHious outputs and will be characterised by 
(Xj . Yj). The Production Possibility Set or Space (PPS) is the set of aU input-output 
combinations (Xj • Yj) which are observed and feasible in principlE'. The efficient frontier 
is defined by the part of the boundary of t.he PPS which is not dominated by any other 
element of the PPS (i.e. there exist.s no DMU in the PPS yielding more output for given 
input or using less input for output) (Thanassoulis, 2001). 
Empirically. t.he PPS may be estimated by the convex hull of the (X j , Y j ) for j = L ... , N. 
This illustrated in figure 2.1, for the case of one output and two inputs. In this case, 
all factors Illay be scaled to a unitary output, so that the PPS can be displaYt;d on the 
two input axE'S as shown in 2.1. The efficient frontier is represented by the solid 
line which includes the vertical line through A and the horizontal line trough C. Banker 
et a1. (1£)84) demonstrates that the boundary of the empirical PPS will in general be 
piece\vise linear. 
The Production Possibility Space T is based on the following assumptions (Thanassoulis, 
2001; Banker et al., 1984) 
• Inclusion of all observations (X j, Yj) 
• Convexity: Interpolation between feasible input-output correspondences leads to 
input-output correspondences which are feasible in principle. If (Xj, Yj) E T and 
(X;,1j*) E T, then (AX + (1 A)X*, AY + (1 - A)Y*) E T for all A E [0,1] 
• .1-IIonotonicity: Inefficient production is possible. If (X j. }j) E T and X; > 
X j .}; <::: }j, then (X;, 1j*) T 
• No output is possible unless sorne input is used 
• :\iinimum extrapolation. If a Production Possibility Set T* satisfies the above 
a,ssumptions, then T C T*. The Production Possibility Set T is the smallest 
set meeting the foregoing assumptions and containing all input-output correspon-
dences observed. 
2.4.2 Envelopment model 
D:\IU 0 (XO , }~) is said to be Pareto-efficient or technically efficient in the Produc-
tion Possibility Set (PPS) if and only there does not exist (.Y;,}j)E PPS such that 
, Yj) > (Xo, Yo) (YUH et aL 2004). The Production Possibility Set is made of all 
the observed and feasible DMUs that satisfy the set of the above 
For a Di\IU to be assessed in DEA. it is first of all projected onto the efficient frontier. 
This is illustrated in figure 2.2 where D:\ru D* is the projection of D:\IU D on the 





















Production Possibility Set 
D 
D* 
Figure 2.2: Projection of Di\IU OIl efficient frontier 
on the distance from the DMU being evaluated to his projection on the efficient frontier. 
The closer a DMU is to the efficient frontier the more efficient it is. A DMU lying 
011 the efficient frontier is said to be Pareto-efficient. Therefore DMUs A., Band C in 
figure 2.2 are Pareto-efficient whereas DlvIUs D, and F are inefficient. The efficient 
frontier envelops all the observed and feasible D?\IUs. Hence the name Dat.a Envelopment 
Analysis. 
This model is based on a dominance relationship between the DMUs. As said pre-
viously: a D1IU is said t.o be Pareto-efficient or technically efficient in t.he Produc-
tion Possibility Set (PPS) if and only if there does not exist (Xj, Yj)E PPS snch that. 
(-Xj, Yj) ~ (-XOl Yo) (Yun et al., 2004). The efficient frontier or boundary of the ef-
ficient front.ier is formed by all the DMUs or combinations of Di\IDs that dominat.e all 
other D1IUs. A D?\IU is Pareto-efficient if it is not dominated by any other DMU or 
combination of DMUs. This translates into the following: D)'IU 0 is said to be Pareto-
efficient (output orientatiou) if it is impossible to raise one of its output level::; without 
raising at least one of its input levels and/or without lmvering at least one of its out.put 
levels (Thanassoulis, 2001). There is no other Di\IU that can perform better on the 
outputs (maximize the output levels) than the Pareto-efficient DMU its inputs 
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factor b)" which the output levC'ls can be increased to Bmke the target D~IU efficient 
without increasing the inputs, vVe are interested in the radial or pro rata increase of the 
outputs, The efficieIlcy scnre nf the unit is the inverse of the maximum factor by 
which the output can expand while keeping the same input levels. D~IU 0 is also. said to 
be Pareto-efficient (input nrientation) if it is not possible to lower one of its input levels 
without lowering at least one of its output levels or without increasing at least one of its 
input lewIs (Thanassoulis, 2001), There is no. other D~IU that can perform better on 
the inputs (conserve or minimize the input than the Pareto-efficient Dr.IU given 
its outputs levels, In the input-oriented model, the efficiency measure is related to the 
minimum proportion of the current input levels that can be used to secure the same 
output levels. \Ve are interested in the radial or pro rata decrease of the inputs that will 
make the t.arget D~IU efficient. The minimum proportion of the inputs that will render 
the target D~IU efficient represents the score. In both model orientations, 
Cooper et a1. (2000) put it this way: a DMU is fully efficient if it is not possible to 
improve any input or output levels without worsening some other input or output lewIs. 
2.4.3 Value-based or weight-based model 
The efficiency mea.sure in DEA is the ratio of the weighted outputs to the weighted in-
puts (input-oriented efficiency) or the ratio of the weighted input to the weighted output 
(output-oriented efficiency), DEA maximizes the efficiency rating of a Decision Making 
Unit (D~IU) subject to all the Dr.,lUs an efficiency score not superior t.o one and 
all the weights being superior to E, a non-Archimedean infinitesimal. 
l'h(' input-oriented efficiency is given by the following linear fractional model (Charnes 
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The output-oriented efficiency is given by the following linear fractional model (Charnes 
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Vi;Tio L...i=11li X io 
are respectively the normalised input and output weights. 
value-based model identifies the most favourable weights for D11U 0 i.e. the weights 
that maximize its efficiency score. 
2.4.4 The meaning of efficiency: a few examples 
• Value-free or production context(envelopment model) 
If one is interested in the efficiency of a bank branch, one would look 
at the resources it uses to generate the outputs. The resources or inputs are 
capital, labor, space, market size estimates and so forth. The outputs are loans, 
deposits and other revenue-generating financial products. The better the branch 
is at converting its resources into financial products) the higher its efficiency is 
(Thanassoulis, 1999) . 
• Value-laden context(value-ba:3ed model) 
If one wants to choose the best computer system between a set of alternative com-
puter systems, the input would be the purchase of each respective computer 
Q,,<,nYrrl while the outputs would the set of multiple performance attributes: mem-
ory, capacity, speed, etc. The output weights would be the scores of each "'''' ... Plrn 
OIl the performance attributes. It is therefore for DEA to to f'ach 











2./'5. THE CHARNES. COOPER AND RHODES MODEL (CCR MODEL) 15 
2.5 The Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes nl0del (CCR model) 
The CCR model adds an additional assumption t.o the standard Production Possibility 
Set assnmptions mentioned earlier on, the Constant Returns to Scale assumpt.ion. This 
property means that the scale of operation for a D:.\IU does not have an impact on its 
productivity. No matter how a DrvIU increases its scale size, its productivity will still be 
the same. CCR is a very strict model in the sense that it excludes from the eftident set 
not only D:.\IUs \vhich are technical illefticient but also those which are scale inefticiellt. 
In other words, if a DMU does not operate on an efticient scale it will not be rated 
efticient in the CCR model. 
2.5.1 Envelopment model 
The Production Possibility Set is constructed based on the assumptions mentiom'd ear-
lier but with an additional assumption: constant returns to scale or ray unboundedness. 
If (Xj, lj)c PPS then(k x X j , k X l~j)E PPS for any k > 0 (Bankpr pt al., 1984). Here, 
the Production Possibility Space is a conical hull and the envelopment surface is piece-
wise linear. In other words, productivity is not constant when the scale increa.">es. This 
is illustrated in figure 2.:3, for the case of one input and one output. The efticient frontier 
IS by the linear solid line going through A. 
The CCR model ensures pre-emptive priority to optimization of the objective function 
by a two-stage procedure. In the first stage the objective function is maximised with-
out taking into account the slack values. In the second stage the slack variables are 
maximized given the optimal value of the objective function found previously. 
• Input orientation 
The efticiency of DrvIU 0 is assessed with the following linear program 
soulis, 2001): 























Figure 2.3: CCR-Production Possibility Set 
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D:"IU 0 can achieve radial contraction of the inputs while maintaining its input mix. 
Radial contraction means that all input are contracted by the same percentage. 
The input mix refers to the ratio of the inputs. eo is the technical input 
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D.\IU 0 is said to be Pareto-efficient if and only eo = 1 and Ii 0 Vi, Or 
o Vr. Dl\IU 0 will be termed weakly efficient if some slacks are not zero and this 
of inefficiency is called "mix inefficiency" (Cooper et aL 2000). The positive 
slacks have the benefit of improving the performance of D.\IU 0 without worsening 
the inputs or outputs . 
• Output orientation 
This model is given by: 
[l\I2](Thanassoulis, 2001: Charnes et al., 1994; Cooper et aL 2000) 
s.t 
In 8 
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D11U 0 can achieve radial expansion of the outputs while maintaining its output 
mix. Radial expansion means that all outputs are expanded by the same percent-
age. The output mix refers to the ratio of the outputs. is the technical output 
efficiency of D.\IU O. 
Dl\IC 0 is said to be Pareto-efficient if and only 
o Vr 
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2.5.2 Value-based Model 
The value-based model seeks the input or output weights that maximize the efficiency 
rating of DMU O. The weights ILl' and Vi are the unknown in this model and they are 
respectively the output and the input They are not assigned prior values and 
are viewed like imputed values on the inputs and outputs. The models in this 
section are the linearised form of the ratio form which is the original model. Chames 
and Cooper developed a procedure that transforms the ratio form (t.he linear fractional 
model) int.o a linear program by equating tV;io to 1 in the original model without 
loss of genprality (CharIlE~s pt a1., 1994) . 
• Input orient.ation 
This model is by: 



















The pttl,·,p,,,,,·,," measure of DMU 0 is 10 
et aL 1994). 
lLr Yro (Thanassonlis, 2001; Chames 
The first constraint is the normalization constraint (or normalization constant). 
It is a scaling factor for the DEA and its value is the upper bound Oil 
the efficiency score. The normalizat.ion constant. is arbitrarily set to 1 but it is 
advisable to set it to a greater value to avoid rounding errors in the computation 
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or equal to the upper bound on the efficiency 
D:\I{; 0 is Pareto-efficient if and only Afo equals 1 . If -'0 is less than L D:\IU 0 is 
inefficient. 
• Output orientation 
This model is given 








2:= lliYro = 1 
,;=1 
m 
2:=[ViXij] ::; 0, Vj 
1'=1 1=1 





The objective function value being given by Zo L~l Ui:rio, the efficiency measure 
1 
of this model is -. 
The first constraint is the normalizing constraint. It is a scaling factor for the DEA 
weights and it sets the upper bound on the efficiency score. It sets the value of 
the RHS to 1. The second constraint ensures that all efficiency scores will be less 
than or equal to 1. 
1 1 
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• Weights 
t'; is thp input wpight and CUI' is the output ,veight. u; and VI' also considerpd to 
be respectively the marginal imputed value of output r and the marginal imputed 
value of input i. They are DMU-specific (Thanassolllis, 1997). The magnitude 
of Ui and VI' expresses the value attached to the it pm by the DMU in question 
(Cooper et al., 2000). 
The efficiency measure yielded by the value-based models is the ratio of total 
imputed value of its output levels to the total imputed value of its input levels 
(Thanassoulis, 2001). The product curYrj is called the virtual output. It is the 
relative contribution of output r to the efficiency score of the target DMU. The 
productv;;cij is called the virt,ual input. It is the relative contribution of input i 
to the efficiency score (Cooper et al., 2000) . 
• Duality in the CCR model (Thanassoulis, 2001) 
;\Ioclel(l)(the input-oriented envelopment model) is dual to model(3)(the input-
oriented value-based model). The optimal value of the objective function in model 
(1) is the same as the value of the objective function in model (3) by virtue of 
duality. As a result, the efficiency score yielded by model (1) is the same as the 
efficiency yielded by model (:3) i.e eo = 10 
m 8 






:\fodel(2) (the ontput-oriented envelopment model) is dual to (4) (the output-oriented 
value-based model). The optimal value of the objective function in model (2) is 
the same as the value of the objective function in model (4) virtue of duality. 
As a result, the efficiency score yielded by model (2) is the same as the efficiency 
yielded by model (4) i.e ko = Zo 
m s 






2.6 The Banker, Charnes and Cooper model (BCC model) 
2.6.1 Envelopment model 
The BCC model is almost the same with the CCR model with the exception that an 
additional constraint ~~:1 >"j 1 is present in the BCe model. This constraint is called 
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modd. It prevents any feasible DMT: t.o be obtained by scaling dO\vlI or up indefinitely an 
efficient D::"IU. In t.his case, the efficiency measure is free of the scale effect and it is called 
pure technical efficiency. The envelopment surface here is a convex hull. The model is 
said to have the variable returns to scale property given the constraint L:j"=l )I.) 1. In 
other words, productivity is not constant when the scale increases. This is illustrated in 
figure 2.4, for the case of one input and one output. The efficient frontier is now 








Figure 2.4: BGG-Production Possibility Set 
• Input orientation 
The efficiency measure of DMU 0 is determined by the objective function of the 
following linear program: 
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m $ 




L /\jXiJ e:Cio - Ii 
}=1 
N 
L AjYrj Yro + Or 
j=1 
N 
L'\j = 1 
j=1 
Aj 2': 0 j 1, .... N 







D}'IU 0 can achieve radial contraction of the inputs while maintaining its input 
mix. The input mix refers to the ratio of the inputs. ()o is the pure technical input 
efficiency of D'\IU 0 . DMU 0 is said to be Pareto-efficient if and only eo 1 and 
Ii = 0 Or = 0 VI'. It is proved that a Dl\IU t.hat has a minimum input 
value for an input it.em or a maximum output value for an output item is BCC-
efficient (Cooper et a1., 2000). 
e~ is the optimal value of the objective function 
• Output orientation 
The efficiency measure of D1VIU 0 is determined by the objective function of the 
following linear program: 
[}'I6j(Thanassouiis, 2001; Charnes et a1., 1994; Cooper et 2(00) 
lIZ S 
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N 
2:= AjXij .rio Ii 
N 
2:= AjYrj koYro + 0,. 
j=1 
TV 
2:= Aj 1 
)=1 
Aj ::> 0 j = 1,. .. j N 
Ii, Or ::> 0 Vi and r 
k~ is the optimal value of the objective function 





Dl\fU 0 can achieve ra.dial expansion of the outputs while maintaining its output 
mix. The output mix refers to the ratio of the outputs. is the pure technical 
output efficiency of Dl\IU 0 . DMU 0 is said to be Pareto-efficient if and only if 
1 and Ii 0 Vi, Or 0 VI' 
2.6.2 Value-based model 
The BCC model differs from the CCR model by the inclusion in the BCC model of the 
variable ¢ which is dual to the convexity constraint. U r and VI are the output and input 
and they are respectively viewed like the imputed values on the outputs and 
inputs. 
• Input orientation 
The efficiency measure of DMU 0 is determined by the objective function of the 
following linear program: 
[l\I71(Thanassoulis, 2001; Charnes et aI., 1994; Cooper ct al., 2000) 
.5 
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s.t. 
ITI 
~"'l" -1 L-, 'Ll'- lO - (2.41) 
;=1 
I:[Ud/r)]- I:[ViXij] + ¢ :s; 0, (2.42) 
r=1 
(2.43) 
The efficiency measure of DMC 0 is determined by 10 U,.Yro· 
The first constraint is the normalization constraint (or normalization constant). It 
is a scaling factor for the DEA weights and its value sets the upper bound on the 
efficiency score. The normalization constant is arbitrarily set to 1 but it is advis-
able to set it to a value greater than 1 to avoid rounding errors in the computation 
of weights. The second constraint ensures that all efficiency scores will be less than 
or equal to the upper bound of the efficiency rating. 
D}'IU 0 is Pareto-efficient if and only if ~io equals 1 . If 10 is less than 1, DMU 0 
is inefficient. 
• Output orientation 
The efficiency measure of DMU 0 is determined by the objective function of the 
following linear program: 
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(2.47) 
The objective function value Zo = 
ing linear program: 
vi,rw of this model is found by the follow-
The first constraint is the normalizing const.raint. It sets the value of the RHS to 
1. Thc second constraint ensures that all efficiency scores will be less than or equal 
to 1. 
D;\IU 0 is Pareto-cfficient if and only if :L equals 1 . If z~ is less than 1, D:MU 0 
is inefficient. 
• Rates of substitution and rates of transforrnation 
Using the input and output weights, we can derive marginal weight.s of substitution 
between the inputs or outputs and the marginal weights of transformation of the 
inputs into the outputs. The ratios of the inputs to the outputs arc the estimates 
of the marginal rates of transformation of the inputs into t.he outputs. The ratios 
of the inputs ( or outputs) are the estimates of the marginal rates of substitution 
between t.he inputs ( or outputs). 
• Duality in the BCC model 
The optimal value of the objective function in model (5)(input-oriented envelop-
ment model) has the same value as the objective function in model (7) (input-
oriented value-based model) by virtue of duality. The efficiency score yielded by 
model (5) has the same value as the efficiency yielded by model (7) i.e eo ::--= /0 
The optimal value of the objective function in model (6)output-oriented envelop-
ment model)ha.s also almost the same value as the objective function in model 
(8) (output-oriented value-based model) by virtue of duality. The efficiency score 
yielded by model (6) is almost the same as the efficiency yielded by model (8) i.e 
1.'0 Zo 
• Comparison between CCR and BBC model 
The CCR enables us to extrapolate the performance of the most efficient Dl\IUs 
with efficient scale size ( for the given input and output mixes) and identify any 
scale inefficiencies t.hat may be reflected in the level of operations of other DMUs 
(Banker et aI., 1984). Thi" means that a DMU that is rated efficient in the CCR 
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yields an overall efIiciency that aggregates pure technical efIicieney and scalp effi-
ciency (30). A DMU being technically efficient will be rated as inefficient because it 
does not operate under the most efficient scale size. The BBC model distinguishes 
between technical and scale inefficiencies by estimating pure tedmical efIieiency at 
the given level of operations. It also identifies whether increasing. decreasing, or 
constant returns to scale are present for further exploitation (Charncs et al., 1994). 
The Production Possibility Set under the CCR model is larger than the Production 
Possibility Set under BCC model. \Ve can also observe that the number of inef-
ficient DMUs obtained under the Constant Return to Scale model is at least the 
number of inefficient DMUs obtained under the Variable Returns to Scale model 
(Charm's et al., 1994). Therefore, we can say that CCR efficiency is more difficult 
to achieve than BCC efficiency. 
The maximization and minimization procedure applied in the value-based pro-
cedure under the BBC and CCR models accords to DMU 0 the most favourable 
weighting that the constraints allow (Charnes et al. , 1978). For both models, D1VIU 
o determines the weights that display it in the best light. 
2.7 Returns to scale property and DEA models 
The models and measures presented in this section help determine whether the scale size 
at which a D~IU functions is optimum and how it nffects its productivity. Corrective 
actions with respect to scale size nre suggested in order to improve productivity. 
2.7.1 Returns to scale property 
The concept of returns to scale allows us to trace the change in the average productivity 
or marginal productivity resulting from a change in the production process scale size, 
under Pareto-efficient performance of DlfUs. If the average productivity remains the 
same despite the change in scale size then we are dealing with a constant returns to scale 
(CRS) situation. In this case, the average productivity is not dependent on the scale 
size. If the proportion of increase in the average productivity is more important than 
the proportion of increase in the scale size. we are in an increasing returns to scale (IRS) 
situation. Conversely, if the proportion of increase in the average productivity is less 
important than the proportion of increase in the scale size, we are in decreasing returns 
to scale (DRS)situation (Cooper et al., 2000). 
Let D;\IU 0 be Pareto-efficient and have input levels X (:r ij ,i 1... m) and output 
lewIs Y = CYrj. T = 1...8). Let us scale the input levels to 0: * X ,L L.m), 
v,'here (\; > O. Let the Decision :Making Unit be capable in principle of becoming Pareto-
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Then 
If p > 1 we have local IRS at (x,y); 
If p 1 \ve have local CRS at (x,y); 
If p < 1 \ve have local DRS at (x,y); 
(Thanassoulis, 2(01) 
2.7.2 Ret urns to scale measure 
27 
The estimation of returns to scale in the production possibility Yo) E 1', T being the 
Production Possibility Space, can be done Envelopment or value-based model. 
Envelopment model 
['\I6](Banker and ThralL 1992) 
m s 




I: Arrij x;o - Ii 
j=1 
N 
I: A]Y1'j ::-c koYro + 01' 
)=1 
N 
I: Aj = 1 
)=1 
Aj :::: 0 j 1, ... 1 N 







\Ve use the sum of the A values to detect the type of returns to scale that characterize 
a D:\IU: 
• If D:\IU 0 is technical and scale effici<:>nt(under CCR), it is proved that there is a 
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• If D:\IU 0 is technical ami scale inefficient ( under eeR) but technical efficient ( under 
Bee) and if I:j:] Aj < 1, then increasing returns to scale prevails at DMU O. 
• If D:\IU 0 is technical and scale inefficient(under eeR) but technical efficient(llnder 
BCC) and if I:j:l Aj > 1, then decreasing returns to scale prevails at DMU O. 
It is worth noting that these rules hold for either input orientation or output orientation 
model. 
Value-based model 
\Ve use the cP values to make our estimations about the kind of returns to scale that 
characterise a DMU. 
• Input-orientation 
[i\17](Banker and Thrall, 1992) 
s.t 
r=1 
Max L Ur,I}ro +- cPo 
r=l 
m 
L Vi;{:io = 1 
i=1 
;=1 





If D:\IU 0 is technical efficient and 6~ 0 for some optimal solutions, then 
constant returns to scale prevails at Di\IU O. 
If D:\IU 0 is technical efficient and 6~ > 0 for all optimal solutions, then 
increasing returns to scale prevails at D:\IU O. 
If D:\IU 0 is techllieal efficient and < 0 for all optimal solutions, then 
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• Output-orientation 






L UdJro = 1 
i=l 
S Tn 







- If DMU 0 is technical efficient and 4>~ 0 for some optimal solutions, then 
constant returns to scale prevails at D:\IU O. 
If D:\IU 0 is technical efficient and < 0 for all optimal solutions, then 
increasing returns to scale prevails at DMU O. 
If D:\IU 0 is technical efficient and 4>; > 0 for all optimal solutions, then 
decrec"",illg returns to scale prevails at Dl\IU O. 
This is illustrated in figure 2.4 where it can be seen that: 
• Increasing returns to scale prevails in the segment CA 
• Constant returns to scale prevails in the segment AB 
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Convexity constraint 
The convexity constraint in DEA could be expressed as this: :sr~l Ai 1. In matrix 
notation it is equivalent to: eA 1. \Ve can relax this condition like this: L s: eA < U 
\Ve can use this constraint to require that the observed Dr-IUs would operate at. an 
increasing or decreasing returns to sca.le size according to t.he type of returns to scale 
size that suits the situation. This requirement is going to dictate the choice of efficient 
peers and target levels. A DMU that is too small to operate most efTiciently, should 
emulate the DMUs that are operating at a bigger scale size and try to reach higher 
levels of production. In the same way, a Dr-IV that is too big for it to operate most 
efficiently, should emulate the Di\IUs that are operating at a smaller scale size and try 
to use less resources. 
• Increasing returns to scale 1\lodel 
If L 1 and U = 00, we are enforcing the increasing returns to scale property. 
In this case, only an increase of the scale is possible. This could be expressed 
mathematically as: ~ > llx. 
II -- x 
This model deals with DyIUs whose scale of operations is too small and need to 
be increased . 
• Decreasing returns to scale \lodel 
If L = 0 and U = 1, we are enforcing the decreasing returns to scale property. In 
this case, only a decrease of scale is feasible. This could be expressed mathemati-
call" as: ~ < llx. 
" II - x 
This model deals with D1VIUs whose scale of operations is too big and need to be 
decreased (Banker and Thrall, 1992). 
2.7.3 Scale efficiency 
(Cooper et al., 2000) 
Having the CCR efficiency score (jeeR and the BCC efficiency score (j~CCl we can obtain 
scale efficiency 8E as the ratio of (jecR to B'Hcc' 
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2.7.4 l\1ost Productive Scale Size(MPSS) 
A D:\IU that is too small should be able to increase its productivity b~' increa,<;ing its 
resources in order to operate at, its full potential. A D:\IU that is too big should be 
able to increase its productivity by decreasing its resources in order to operate at its full 
potential because it is wasting some resources. 
Solving the following LP will help us determine whether a D:\IU is a :\IPSS. 





L AjXij :s: O:X W 
j=1 
N 





0 J 1, ... ,N 






The :\Iost Productive Scale Size is a production possibility that m[Lximizes the average 
productivity (= for its given input and output mix (aXOl BYo ). A production 
possibility (Xo, Yo) E T is a MPSS if and only if it makes the Dl\IC 0 both technical 
and scale efficient (I3anker and Thrall, 1992). As a result, a production possibility is 
:\IPSS only if it has pure technical effieiency of 1 and if it is (radial) scale efficient(Scale 
efficiency =1). In other words, The DMU of interest must be Pareto-efficient under 
Constant returns to scale for it to be MPSS. 
D:\IU 0 is a :\IPSS if and only if the optimal value of the objective function is L 
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2.7.5 Constant and Variable returns to scale 
The constant returns to scale postulate (or ray unboundedness postulate) enables us to 
extrapolate the performance of the most efficient D:\IUs with efficient scale sizes (for the 
given input or output mixes) and identify any scale inefficiencies that may be reflected 
in the level of operations of other DMUs (Banker et al., 1984). In other >vords, any in-
efficiency reflected in the efficiency score may not only be due to inefficient performance 
but <\lso to inefficient scale size. By deleting the constant returns to scale postulate we 
can now restrict our attent.ion strictly to production inefficiencies at the given level of 
operation for each Dl\fU and in t.his way develop an efficiency measurement. procedure 
that. assigns an efficiency rating of one to a D:\IU if and only if the DMU lies on the 
efficient production surface, even when it may not be operating at the most efficient 
scale size. It is therefore possible to focus only on the evaluation of the performance of 
the Dj\IU given the level of the operations (scale size). This identification of the efficient 
production surface will allow us to determine whether increasing, constant or decreasing 
returns to scale prevail in different segments of the production surface (Banker et al., 
1984). Under variable returns to scale, the scale will affect the productivity of a DMU. 
In this way, the impact of the scale size is taken into account. 
We have increasing returns to scale at the production possibility (Xo, Yo) T when the 
average productivity increases with increasing scale size. In this case, the scale size is 
too small and should be increased. 
\Ve have decreasing returns to scale at the production possibility (XOl Yo) T when the 
average productivity decreases with decreasing scale size. In this case, the scale size is 
too big and should be decrea.'sed. 
2.8 Additive model 
2.8.1 Additive model 
The additive model measures the distance from D:\IU 0 to t.he efficient frontier and 
the efficiency score yielded by this model conveys this measure. The additive model is 
translation invariant. A DEA model is translation invariant if changes to the origin of 
the co-ordinates system for the inputs or outputs does not change the optimal solution 
(Cooper et a1.. 2000). Changing the origin of the coordinates will not affect the efficiency 
evaluation by this model. This property allows the Additive model to handle negative 
data. Specifically, for a particular DlvlU 0, the primal problem (envelopment model) 
picks the most extreme of all combinations of D:\IUs with output levels Y A :::: Yo and 










2.8. ADDITIVE MODEL 
The value of the objective fundion of the additive model depends on the unit of measure 
i.e the scale with which the dat.a are taken. In other words. t.his model is not scale-
invariant. The remedy is to normalize the data. 
There is no input nor output orientation for the additive model. The inputs and the 
outputs can improve simultaneously. Dl\lU 0 is efficient if it. is lying on the efficient 
frontier. The additive model operates under the variable returns to scale assumption as 
does the BCe model. That is why the efficient frontier in this model has the same form 
with the efficient frontier in the BCC model (20). 
Envelopment model 
This model is given by: 




Zo = [2:: Ii + LOr] 
i=l r=1 
N 
L AjIi} Xio - Ii 
j=1 
N 
L AjYrj = Yro + Or 
j=1 





The efficiency score mea..'lures the distance from DMU 0 to the efficient frontier. As a 
result, DMU 0 is Pareto-efficient if Zo = 0 i.e all the slack variables, Ii and Or, arc zero. 
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2.8.2 Value-based model 
The efficiency measure of DMC 0 is determined by the objective function of 
lincar program: 
following 













L[V;XijJ + Uo 0, Vj 
i=l 
r 
D.:\IU ° is Pareto-efficient if Ito O. D"lU 0 is inefficiE'nt if /..:0 is not zero. 




The BBe model was developed based on the assumptions of convexity and monotonicity. 
The Production Possibility Set and the efficient frontier had to be convex with this 
approach. The BBC model makes it possible to have increasing, decreasing or constant 
returns to scale in the production process. The BCC model also requires that the 
marginal productivity be negative i.e (d/d:ri)(dYr/dxi) 0, where Yr, T 1, "') 8 are the 
outputs and Xi, i = I, ... , m are the inputs. This situation correspond to the case where 
the marginal productivity decreases as the scale size increases. In other words, the gains 
in outputs are less than proportional to the increase in the inputs. 
In the real world, the assumption of increasing marginal productivity may arise as ex-
plained by Banker in this way Banker and l\laindiraHa (1986): 
Let 
Existence of a fixed input and gains from increasing specialization with larger 
scale sizes are the usual economic reasons to motivate such instances of in-
marginal products. 
:rij= the logarithm of the observ('d value of input i for D.:\IU .J 
Y;j=the logarithm of the observed value of output r for DJ\IU j 










2.9. MULTIPLICATIVE MODEL 
the logarithm of the observed value of output r for the target unit DMU 0 
is the thl' logarithm of t.he optimal value of the objl'ctive function 
thl' logarithm of thl' slacks for input i for the target unit D:\IU 0 
the logarithm of the slacks for output 0 for the target unit D:\IU 0 
The following are the postulates for the Production Possibility Set (Banker and :\Iaindi-
ratta, 1986): 
Let 
(Xj , Yj),) = L ... ) N be respectively the set of the observed inputs and outputs such as 
(X1 , .. ,Xi , .. ,Xm ) and (Yi, .. , , ... Y:~). 
• Postulate 1: Geometric Convexity. If (X j , lj) E T,) = L ... , N, and Aj 
nonnegative scalars such that I, then (Yo. Xo) E T. where Yo = 
I X ]V vAj aHe 0 = 7fj =l j"ij 
• Postulate 2: :\lonotonicity. 
If (rj, X j ) E T, and Xj ::: Xj, then (Yj , -,Yj ) E T. 




• Postulate 3: Inclusion of observations. All observed vectors (Yj) X j ) E T,) 
L ... ,N 
• Postulate 4: :\linimum Extrapolation. T is the intersection of all sets t satisfying 
postulates I, 2 and 3. 
Based on these assumptions, we can define the Production Possibility Set as T follows: 
"1' {(X}/ )1 ,,;. > IV XAj O· . = j, j j\'i _ 7fj=l ij > ,~ 1, ... ,m.; 
IV 
, ]V A '" 0< Yr <::: 1rj= 1 'Y,./ ,r I, ... , s, for some Aj with L.... A = I} (2.75) 
j=1 
Usil~ the logarithms of the observed inputs and outputs, we define the set T, a convex 
"et T as follows: 
,v 
T {(.i:, .Y)I:i, ::: L Aj.r~j, 
j=l 
IV 
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The assumption of negative marginal productivity in the BCC model is too restrictive 
and cannot always be true. vVe may encounter situations where a region of the effi-
cient frontier is nOll-concave. As a result, the production possibility may not be convex 
and the efficient frontier may be S-shaped. The axiom of convexity of the production 
possibility set will be replaced by the geometric convexity axiom, where the frontier is 
estimated by a piecewise loglinear surface. The loglinear model deals with these kind 
of situations. If the marginal prod.uctivity is non-increasing, the loglinear model should 
also be used to mefk'3ure the efficiency of DMUs. The efficiency measure will therefore 
represent a non-radial change in the input and output levels. 
2.9.1 Envelopment model 
The efficiency measure of D:VIU 0 is determined by the objective function of the following 
linear program: 
[,\111] (Banker and lVlaindiratta, 1986) 
s.t 
m S 
Max ko + elI: ii + I: Or] 
i=1 r=l 
N 








Aj 0 j = 1, ... ,N 
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2.9.2 Value-based model 
This model is given by: 
[M12](Banker and !-.Iaindiratta, 1986) 
" 




2.= ILl' Y;'o + (Lo 
i=1 
2.= [Vi:ri.i] 2.=[ur Y;.i] +uo 0, \fj 
1'=1 i=1 
s 
2.= l/,r = 1 
1'=1 
r 





According to Charnes et a1. (1994),the efficient frontier for the model above is piecewise 
Cobb-Douglas. Another variant of these models is obtained by suppressing the con-
straint on the A values. Charnes et al. (1994). state that the efficient frontier in this 
case is piecewise loglinear. 
2.10 Model including exogenously fixed inputs or outputs 
\Ve have two kinds of input/output variables included in this model: the discretionary 
and the non-discretionary variables. The discretionary variables are those whose lev-
els are determined at the discretion of the managers of a DMU. The non-discretionary 
variables or exogenously fixed are those whose levels are fixed by some external decision 
maker. ::\fanagement have no sayan the levels of these factors. TIlE' sets of the inputs 
is partitioned into subsets ED and EF of discretionary and non-discretionary input.s. 
Similarly, the output set is partitioned in RD and R/? In the models developed below, 
the discretionary variables are allowed to contract or expand while the non-discretionary 
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2.10.1 Envelopment model 
'I'he efficiellcy measure of DMU 0 is determined by the objectiyE' function of the following 
linear program: 
• Input oriented model 






LAjJ:ij II i E ED 
j=1 
N 
LAjXij :rio Ii i E EF 
j=1 
IV 





Aj 2: 0 j 1, ... , N 
1;, Or 2: 0 Vi and T 








Note that, for the non-discretionary inputs, their slacks are not included in the 
objective function and they are not multiplied by the contracting factor ()~ . 
• Output oriented modd 
The efficiency mea"mre of DMU 0 is determined by the objective function of the 
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[.:\114](Thanassoulis and Dyson, 1992) 
Tn 




I:: AjXij :C;o - Ii i == 1, ... , In 
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Note that, for the non-discretionary outputs, their slacks are not includpd in the 
function and they are not multiplied by the expanding factor k~. 
2.10.2 Value-based model 
\Ve here the value-based models with the non-discretionary variables. are 
the dual models of the envelopment models with the non-discretionary variabl€'s. 
• Input-oriented model 
Thallassolllis and Dyson explain that the non-discretionary inputs are treated here 
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This model is given by: 




-----::=--~.::.=..'-::---'--- < 1 J 1, ... , N 
Vi,U r 2'c for iEED and r=l, ... ,s 





Thanassoulis and Dyson explain that the non-discretionary outputs are treated 
here as 'negative inputs' and Dyson, 1992). 
This model is given by: 
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2.10.3 Envelopment model (eRS) 
Under Constant Returns to Scale assumption, we need to modify the model so that the 
most productive scale size does not use more inputs or outputs than the non-discretionary 
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• Input. oriented model 
This model is given by: 
[1\117] (Banker and 1\Iorey, 1986; Thanassoulis. 2001) 
S.t 
.f\Iin eo-elL I i + LOr] 
iEED 1'=1 
N 
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EF and ED are respectively the set of non-discretionary and discret.ionary 
inputs. 
()~ is the optimal value of the objective function 
The non-discretionary inputs are not allowed to contract. 
• Output oriented model 
This model is given by: 
[:M18](Banker and l\lorey, 1986; Thanassoulis, 2001) 
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and are respectively the set of non-discretionary and discretionary 
outputs. 
k~ is the optimal value of the objective function 
The non-discretionary outputs are not allowed to expand. 
2.10.4 Value-based model (eRS) 
Under the Constant Returns to Scale assumption, \ve have the following value-based 
models that are the dual of the envelopment models with non-discretionary variables . 
• Input-oriented model 
This model is given by: 
['\fl9](Banker and Morey, 1986; Thanassoulis. 2001) 
IVIax 
s.t 
---=------;==--';:==-'--,----- :::; 1 J L ... , N 













2.11. WEIGH!rS BASED TARGETS DEA MODEL 
(2.123) 
and ED are respectively the set of nOll-discretionary and discretionary inputs. 
The efficiency measure A(O 2..::;=1 UrYTO of Di\lU 0 is determined by (2.120) 
• output-oriented model 
This model is given by: 






j 1, .. ., N 
Vi,ur 2':f for i 1, ... ,m and T RD 





RF and RD are respectively the set of non-discretionary and discretionary outputs. 
The objective function value Zo = Vi;Tio of this model is given by (2.124) 
2.11 Weights based targets DEA model 
2.11.1 Target model 
\Veights are attached to the importance of selected inputs and/or outputs in "C:;C;.r..Wl)e, 
improvement to the performance of DMU O. The weights are specified by the user or 
decision maker. The targets are compatible with the priorities over the improvement of 
input or output levels (input levels decrease, output levels increase). The inputs and 
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it can tell you whether a DMU is efficient 01' not. The model partition 
factors(inputs/output.s) into those factors which should Hot worsen and then those which 
must be radially improved. 
The cfficit>ncy measure of DMU 0 is determined by the objective function of the following 
linear program: 
[:-1211 (Thanassoulis and Dyson, 1992) 
.5 
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Ei and are respectively the set of inputs whose levels the decision maker needs to 
improve and the set of inputs whose levels must not worsen. 
Rr and Rn11' are respectively the set of outputs whose levels t.he decision maker needs to 
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This model supplies the levels (Thanassoulis and Dyson. 1992): 
;r;o = ()i:rio - Ii i E Ei (2.1:37) 
I 
xio = .cio - Ii i E EnlL' (2.138) 
I 
l.:r Yro + Or iJio r ERr (2.139) 
I 
Yio :th-o + Or r E Rmu (2.140) 
If the t.arget levels arc t.he same with the current levels, it is an indication that It Dl\,IU 
is efficient. It is understood that It Dl\'IU that is below the target levels should try to 
reach them in order to become Pareto-efficient 
2.11.2 Ideal input-output levels based DEA approach 
This approach developed Than<'h<;soulis is similar to goal programming. It uses It 
two-stage procedure. All used are specified by the user or decision maker. In 
the first it identifies feasible target input and/or output levels that are as close 
as possible to the ideal input. and/or output levels by using weights reflecting desired 
improvement over selected and/or outputs. The weights attach a penalty to the 
deviations from the ideal which are input increase or output reduction. The 
more undesirable are the deviations, the heavier is the weight attached t.o them. The 
inputs and outputs can be improved simultaneously. The feasible targets are not neces-
sarilyefficient. At the second efficient feasible targets which dominate the feasible 
targets are determined. In this way, the efficient feasible target input and/or output 
levels are compatible with the predetermined ideal target input and/or output levels 
(Thanassoulis and Dyson, 1992). 
The efficiency rne<'hsure of Di\IU 0 is determined by the objective function of the following 
linear program: 
'1\122 (Thanassoulis and 1992) 
:,,11n (2.141) 
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N 
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1 2 ,tT • t,. > 0 Vi and r 
This model supplies the following feasible targets levels: 
X
f = - d1 + d2 ,; 1 m , .,", ... , ' 
yl = y~ - t; + t~ r 1, ... , 8 
NO'w. we are going to use the additive model to determine the Pareto-efficient 
levels based on the feasible levels obtained earlier on 
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This model supplies the following Pareto-efficient feasible targets levels in accordance 
with the ideal levels specified earlier: 
:c/ = ,1:1- di 1, ... , m 
If . 










2.12. THE COST AND REVENUE IHODELS 
2.12 The cost and revenue models 
The cost and revenue models are largely rpgular lin par programs. 
• Cost minimizing model 
This model is by: 
[~I24](Thanassoulis, 2001; Cooper et a1., 2000) 
s.t 
m 
AIC = Min I: [I PioJ.'io] 
i=l 
< L .... m 
JV 
I: )..jYrj Yro r 1, ... , S 
j=1 
)..j20 j I. ... ,N 
:Tio 20 Vi 






Given the price of the inputs, we would like t.o determine the amount of input that 
should be used in order to minimize the cost. 
• Revenue ma .. ximizing model 
This model is by: 
[~I25](Thanassoulis, 2001; Cooper et a1., 2000) 
In 
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N 
L )...rcij s: Xio i = L .... m 
j=l 
N 
L Aj.1Jrj > Yro l' 1, ... ,.5 
j=] 
Aj 2' 0.7 1.. ... IV 
Yro 0 VI' 




Given the price of the outputs, we would like t.o determine the amount of output 
that should be used in order to maximize the revenue. 
2.13 Models used in the experimented studies reported 
in this thesis 
As you have noticed, there is a variety of models in DEA. All of them explicitly 
(value-based form) or implicitly (dual of envelopment form) involve weights &<; 
factors to be determined in some way. The purpose of the experimental studies 
reported later is to evaluate the effects of different forms of restriction on these 
weights in terms of consequences for efficiencies. 
For the purpose of this dissertation, we focus on the simplest form of model namely 
the CCR model since we do not have enough time to evaluate all DEA models. 
Later studies Blight examine similar properties for other models. 
In the next chapter, before turning to the specific research questions, we review 
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The efficiency measure of DMU 0 is 'Yo 
1HH4). 
UrYro (Thallassoulis. 2001; Charnes et al., 
\Veight restrictions can be attached to each model in the form of constraints on the 
Vi and lI r . A wide variety of weight restriction methods have been suggested and are 
reviewed. 
\Ve deal first with the meaning and characteristics of weights in DEA. Then we discuss 
the reasons for weight restrictions and their effects and finally we present the methods 
of weight restrictions. 
3.1 Meaning of weights in DEA 
\Veights in DEA may have a number of different meanings which we now describe. 
1. :\larginal productivity 
Thanassoulis (2001) calls the weights Vi and lIr respectively the imputed value of 
the marginal unit of input i and the imputed value of the marginal unit of output 
r. The weights are related to the marginal productivities in the inputs or outputs. 
U 
In this way ~, being the rate of substitution between output r and I, indicates 
UI 
that the decrease ofur units in output l' may be compensated by an increase of 'Ill 
V-
units in output l. In the same way -'-, being the rate of substitution between input 
11k 
i and k, indicates that the decrease of Vi units in iUjJut i may be compensated by 
an increase of Vk in input k (Charnes et al., 1978). 
The ratios of weights are of interest in DEA, rather than their absolute values. A 
ratio of input weights defines the rate of substitution bet\veen these inputs, sim-
ilarly for output weights defines the rate of substitution between those outputs. 
The rate of transformation between an input and an output is the ratio of their 
respective weights. However, ratios calculated from the DEA outputs may not be 
meaningful as the weights can sometimes take on the negligible value E: which is 
almost 0 (Thanassoulis, 2001). 
2. Price information 
In the single input-multijJle output case, the input \veights are related to price 
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(Sexton et al., 1986). The input weights could also be considered to be the amount 
of resources cOllsnllH'd by D~IU 0 iu order to produce one unit of output. From 
a monetary point of vievv, the input is the cost incurred ill producing Olle unit of 
output (Dyson and Thanassoulis, 1988). In the single output-multiple input case, 
the output weights could represent the amount of output or products which can 
be produced by one unit of input. 
3. The relative importance attached to each item or factor 
The product of a single input weight and its corresponding input (Vi.rio) or the 
product of an output weight and its corresponding output are respec:tively 
called virtual input and virtual output for D~IU O. Total virtual input Vi:1';o 
is the sum of all virtual inputs for D~IU O. Total virtual output is the sum of all 
virtual outputs for all DJ'vIUs. 
The input 
tual input: 
sc:ore of DMU 0 is the ratio of total virtual output to total vir-
.::;::=:-!:-:;';;-,-V_T_Y_r_o. The output efficiency is the ratio of total weighted 
ViXio 
input to total weighted output: ~o 
The ratio of virtual inputi to total virtual input is called the pro-
"iXio 
portional virtual inputi and represents the importance attac:hed to input i in 
assessing efficiellC:Y of D.\fU O. From the output perspective, the ratio of virtual 
U,·1jro 
output. T to total virtual out.put "m ' is c:alled proportional virtual output 
L..-i=l'lLrYro 
T and represents the importance attac:hed to output T in assessing effic:ienc:y of 
Dl\JU 0 (Sarrico and Dyson, 2004). Thus, a DEA assessmmt may result in ordinal 
relations between the inputs or outputs being established acc:ording to the impor-
tance accorded to each item (input or output). we shall see, constraints c:an be 
placed on the virtual inputs and outputs to ensure that they represent the values 
of the decision-maker. In this way, DEA weights may be related to the importance 
attached by a DMU to an input or an output. 
3.2 Weights flexibility and restrictions 
The weights in the standard DEA models are characterised by a great flexibility that is 
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• No prior values are accorded to the weights. The only requirement is that they 
should be positive. The weights are free to be determined by a linear program . 
• A single factor, input or out.put, will ill general he \veighted differently by different 
Dl\IUs. The input or output weights are Dl\llJ-specific. 
For real life problems, t.his flexibility may need to be restricted in some way. Applying 
DEA without including bounds on the weights gives to the DMUs the most favourable 
efficiency score. This feature is precisely the strength of the modeL However, there are 
disadvantages to such weight flexibility, which have been included by many authors in 
different ways, as summarized below: 
1. To ensure that t.he relat.ive ordering or importance of factors is taken into account 
The DMU assessed might perform well on a small number of inputs and outputs, 
but poorly on the most relevant inputs or outputs. \Vith total flexibility in the 
assignment of values to the weights, a Dl\IU which is rather inefficient on most 
inputs and/or outputs might still turn out to be efficient in the DEA assessment. 
In this way, the efficiency of a DMU might be the result of a judicious choice 
of ,veights rather than an inherently efficient practice (Thanassoulis et aL, 1995). 
The concern here is then: is DEA efficiency a result of favourable weights or an 
inherent efficiency of the DMUs'? 
It may be found that the emphasis is placed on inputs or outputs considered to 
be less important to the decision maker by a<;signing them excessive weights. Such 
freedom in the assignment of weights is not appropriate especially where output 
quality measures are present in the modeL Indeed it is often possible to have at 
least some ordinal information on the importance of factors (inputs or outputs). 
For example, in an assessment of perinatal care units in England, it was agreed 
that a very satisfied mot her should receive a higher weight than a less satisfied 
mother since it is more preferable to get a higher level of satisfaction from patients 
(Thanassoulis et aL 1995). It may be agreed in comparing universities, that the 
weight attached to a postgraduate student should be higher than the weight at-
tached to an undergraduate student. 
There is a dilemma here: The efl:iciency assessment on the one hand should incor-
porate a general view on the relative importance of inputs and outputs, whilst on 
the other hand allowing differences from the general view for individual Dl\IUs. 
The former would lead to a fixed set of weights for all D~IUs, whilst the latter leads 
to the total weights flexibility of DEA (Dyson and Thallassoulis, 1988). Weight 
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2. To ensure also that all DrvIUs are compared on the sallle basis 
DEA can rate a DJ\IU as efficient by assigning an effectively zero value to some 
output and/or input weights, thus ignoring them. In this case, the D;\IU being 
evaluated is not rated over the full set of inputs or outputs. In extreme cases, a 
DMU may be evaluated over a single input and a single output. A D?\IU may thus 
be rated to be efficient simply because its ratio on any output to any of one input 
is maximum. This is unacceptable since all the selected inputs and outputs are 
relevant to the assessment. The confitraint that all the weights should be greater 
than c does little to remedy to the problem of weight flexibility in DEA. When 
the value is attained for some weight to any degree, the relevant factor does not 
in fact. influence the efficiency standing of that D?lIU (Golany, 1993). Different 
D.MUs may still put an emphasis on different inputs or outputs. l\Iore realistic 
weight restrictions may help to remedy to this fiituation. 
:3. To relate the values of certain inputs or/and outputs 
It is often deemed inappropriate to accord widely differing weights to the same 
fad or , when assessing different DMUs. Cases in which the same factor receives 
drastically different weights across the D1IUs, may be managerially unacceptable 
(Golany, 1993). In this case, weight restrictions can be used to ensure that the 
values given to the same weight fador by different D:\IUs do not vary widely. 
4. To respect the economic notion of input (output) substitution 
Allen et a1. (1997) state the need for the rates of transformation of inputs into 
the outputs or the rates of substitution of the inputs or outputs to conform to 
economic theory. The use of weight restridions in this case will ensure that these 
rates will correspond more closely to the economic theory. 
5. To incorporate prior views on efficient and inefficient Dl\IUs 
At times the D~lUs rated efficient by DEA have been those judged inefficient by 
the experts. This was illustrated by Sun (1987) in a study aimed at managerial 
performance of banks. It ,vas therefore imperative that such expert opinion would 
be taken into account in the assessment. A model was developed which could 
favour the Dl\IUs unanimously agreed to be efficient by experts. In this way, weight 
restrictions enfiured that prior judgements on n\IUs were taken into account in 
the DEA assessment. In this method, the Dl\lUs which performed similarly to the 
appraised D:\IUs were rated more efficient than those who didn't. As a result, the 
number of efficient Dl\IUs was reduced. A similar model was developed by Charnes 
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6. To ensure sensible ranges of input or output weights 
In the single input-multiple output case, the input weights could be seen as the 
amounts of resources needed to produce one unit of output (Dyson and Thanas-
soulis, 1988). Given the complete flexibility in the computation of weights in DEA, 
some D:'IUs could put high weights on some outputs and at the same time very 
low weights on some other inputs in order to achieve efficiency. Such weights would 
be very unrealistic given an interpretation of the DEA weights as the amount of 
resources used for one unit of output. It might. not be possible in reality to produce 
one unit of output with such a low amount of resources or the amount of output 
supposedly produced with one unit of input is beyond what can be reasonably 
achieved. For this reason, lower or upper bounds can be imposed on the weights 
to ensure that the weights are closer to reality. 
7. To discriminate between Pareto-efficient units and to rank them 
Sometimes, the basic ngA models may yield too many efficient D:.n;s. There may 
then be a need to discriminate between the Pareto-efficient D?vlUs by enforcing 
some restrictions on the weights. It may be agreed that all the Pareto-efficient 
D?vIUs do not have the same level of efficiency. The CCR, BCC and additive 
models do not allow the ranking of efficient units. Andersen and Petersen (1993) 
developed a procedure for the ranking of the Pareto-efficient D?vIUs. Thanassoulis 
(2001) also developed also a procedure that helps discriminate between the Pareto-
efficient DMUs by looking at the number of times a DMU is referred to as an 
efficient peer for other DMUs or by looking at the importance of the contribution 
of a Dl\IU in the target levels of other DMUs (Charnes et aL, 1985; Boussofiane 
et aL, 1991). 
3.3 Effects of weight restrictions 
Various authors have related weight restrictions to other &'lpects of the DEA problem. 
These include the following observations: 
• \Veight restrictions are equivalent to inserting unobserved DMUs into the Produc-
tion Possibility Set as proved in (Roll et al., 19B1: Podinovski, 2004b). 
• Weight bounds modify the shape of the efficient frontier by the introduction of 
new points or DMCs into the Production Possibility Set which, in turn, results in 
the efficiencies of Dl\IUs being changed. 
• Setting weight bounds on a subset of weights has an effect on the remaining weight 
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on the other output weights (Roll et a1., 1991). Also, setting a lower bound on it 
subsd of input weights limits the other input weights. 
• \Veight restrictions canse DMUs to have target inputs or outputs that are not it 
radial contraction or expansion of the current inputs or outputs (Allen et a1., 1997). 
3.4 Methods of weight restrictions 
3.4.1 Direct weight restrictions 
Given the perceived importance of the factors taking part in a production process, we 
may need to impose restrictions diredly on the weights to ensure that the more impor-
tant fadors are accorded high weights. 
Types of weight restrictions 
In this section, we present various types of weight restrictions in DEA. 




• u E RP is the outputs vector 
• v E Rill is the inputs vector 
• BY RPxr is the output constraints matrix; r being the number of constraints 
• B X E RlTIxr is the input constraints matrix; r heing the number of constraints 
If c = 0, the weight restrictions are termed homogeneous, and may also be called relative 
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If c /c 0, weight restrictions are non-homogeneous 1 i.e. liuf'ar inequalities with a nOll-zero 
constant on the right-hand side (Podinovski, 2004£1,). l'\oll-!1omogeneous weight restric-
tions include the ca:3e of absolute weight restrictions where the range of the values of 
'.veights are bounded. 
A smnmary of the different types of weight restrictioIlR are given by the following: 
2. Q::; ::; ;3 
Restrictions 1, 2 and 3 are called are called Assurance Region of type L They relate 
different inputs or outputs to each other. Their aim is to limit the relative magnitude 
of the weights attached to a given input or output. 
Restriction 4 is called Assurance Region of type II. It relates inputs to outputs. The 
aim is to ensure that we obtain reliable marginal rates of transformation of the inputs 
into the outputs. 
Restrictions 5 and 6 are called absolute weight restrictions. They impose restrictions 
on the range of weights in an absolute sense i.e they do not take into account the other 
weights values for them to restrict the range of a given weight. They effectively deter-
mine a feasible interval respectively for each input or output. 
All of the above restrictions are easily added the CCR vRlue-based modeL 
Assurance region(AR) 
Constraints on the weights limit the region of achievable weights to what may be called 
an assurance region (AR) (Cooper et a1., 2000). In order for DrdUs to be Assurance 
Regions (AR)-efficient (i.e. efficient subject to weight restricted to assurance region), 
they first need to be CCR-efficient.. The AR concepts are defined in R value context, 
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constraints. Envelopment models can also be derived as the dual of the value based 
model with the additional constraints. 
As an example, consider the case of two inputs and one output. All feasible input weights 
can be plotted all 2 dimensional axes. 
Let 
• VI and V2 arc the inputs weight axes 
• v j is the normalised weight vector for efficient Dr-IU j, j 1. .... 5 
Figure a.l illustrates a set of optimal weight needed for the 5 efficient Dr..IUs, as deter-
mined by the CCR model. 
Now, we impose the following weight restrictions: 
't 2, ... , In (3.6) 
These relations define AR, a restricted cone of feasible weights. 
The optimal weight vector for DMU2 is located in the cone AR and DMU2 will thus 
still be efficient after the inclusion of weight restrictions in the CCR model. The other 
D:t\lUs in general will have their weights outside the boundaries of the cone and, 3,.,,,) a 
result, may not be efficient any longer. The above weight restrictions cause the feasible 
weights space for efficient DMUs in the CCR model to shrink to AR. 
In defining the AR, it is possible to use the weight of one ontput or input as a stan-
dard, against which the other output or input weights may be compared (Golany, 1993). 
Thompson et al. (1990b) call the input or output used for comparison as the "input 
llmneraire" or "output numeraire". It is also possible to have different inputs or outputs 
used as "input numeraire" or "output numeraire" for different subsets of inputs or out-
puts. 
If input k is defined as the "input numeraire" and output l the "output Humeraire", then 
the AR is defined by the following rn-l inequalities for the inputs and s-l inequalities 














Figure 3.1: CCR and AR-weight space 
For ease of interpretation, the constraints can be expressed as ratio bounds: 
Vi 
- ::;> ai, i = 1, .. , k - 1, k + 1, .. ,m 
Vk 
Vi - :::; i3i, i = 1, .. , k - 1, k + 1, .. , m 
Vk 
lLT 
- ::;> /T' T = 1, .. , l - 1.l + 1, .. , S 
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Note: Podinovski (2004b) discustlcd production trade-offs which are technologically re-
alitltic and shows that they are equivalent non-homogeneous weight restrictions which 
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Absolute weight restrictions 
1. Regression analysis 
This method can be used in a multiple output-single input or in the multiple input-
single output case to impose absolute restrictions on the weights. For purpose of 
C"A,o.WlI.Jl':;, we will restrict attention to the multiple output-single input case. In this 
case, l'ach output weight may be regarded as the amount of input or resource used 
to produce one unit of output (Dyson and Thana.ssoulis, 1988), so that can 
be expressed as: 
Max ho (:3.11) 
s.t 
s 
2: urYrj <e::: J 1··· 0'" N (3.12) 
r=l 
Ur?,:t l' 1···s (:3.13) 
The key points of this method are a.s follows: 
(a) \Ve really seek the "best practice" 
needed to produce Yrj) Vj 
(b) Ideally, efficient DMUs should have 
have :Cj > L~=l urYrj = i.e 
A regression of x j on (Ylj, Y2j, ... , 
of each output as seen below: 
,\,8 
,Tj D1'=1l¥.rYrj 
i.e such that L~=l urYrj = input 
UdJrj while inefficient DMUs 
for some > 0 
will give average input needed per unit 
(d) Best practice will be different, but not very different from most D:\IUs if they 
perform relatively welL A constraint is thus put on the output weight in 
the following way:u r > kl¥.r. This constraint prevents an output from using 
negligible input (Dyson and 1988). 
2. Average weights 
In a similar spirit to the use of regression, Golany (1992, 1993) suggests constrained 
which do not deviate too much from the norm defined by all other DMUs. 
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• First step: 
We run the unbounded CCR model to get the optimal weights for each DMU. 
\Ve compute average weights across all D:\IUs, say Val' anduav for the inputs 
and outputs respectively. Robust estimation of averages obtained by elimi-
nating outliers is advised. 
• Second step: 
An acceptable variation of weights for the same factor is specified 1.t' the ratio 
d of highest to lowest weight for the same factor. 
• Third step: 




2du01 , u .<--
TJ - 1 + d 
Re-run the CCR model with the inclusion of restrictions. 
(a.14) 
Note: we comment, however, that ill the multiple input-multiple output case, the mean-
ing of an average weight is arguable, as the weights are scaled differently when solving 
the CCR model for each DMU in turn. 
3.4.2 Using unobserved DMUs to incorporate value judgments in DEA 
Instead of specifying restrictions directly, an alternative is judgmentally to insert 
unobserved D.ivlUs in the production possibility set. The procedure is eke; follows. \Ve 
initially have a number of real DMUs with inputs :1;ij and outputs Yrj for j 1, ... , N. 
We add t.o this initial set hypot.hetical Dl\IUs which are obtained by the in-
puts or outputs, for some DMUs to get and Y;j. Then we assess the efficiency for 
the observed DMUs within the set of observed and unobserved DMUs. 
Since the DEA model may weights to some factors, a D.\IU may not 
be fully enveloped by the efficient frontier. The unobserved Dl\IUs approach attempt 
to remedy to this problem by unobserved D.\IUs in the production possibility 
set in order to extend the efficient frontier. This process is illustrated by the following 
example based on 2 outputs and Olle input. It is then possible to re-scale the problem 
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Figure 3.2: Anchor Dr..IU 
For the example in Figure 3.2, it can be seen that Dr..IU5 is not fully enveloped by 
the efficient frontier defined by other DMUs. In scaling the DEA model for Dr..lU5, the 
Dr..IU can be attributed a high efficiency by ignoring output 1 (i.e. by giving it negligible 
weight). This may be practically unrealistic. 
A decision maker may however judge that if DMU4 were adjusted to the same ratio of 
output 1 to output 2 as for DMU5, then its outputs would be represented by the point 
D:'IU4'. This hypothetical DMU extends the efficient frontier and provides a more re-
alistic peer against which DMUs may be judged. 
Thanassoulis (2001) proposed two sets of linear programs to identify which DMUs should 
be adjusted and how they are to be adjusted. 
An equivalence between the assurance region and the unobserved Di\IUs approaches has 
been proved by Andersen and Petersen (1993) and by Thanassoulis and Allen (1998). 
For any set of weight restrictions, there exist a set of unobserved Dr..IUs such that the 
efficiency assessed within the aggregate set of observed and unobserved D~IUs will be 
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3.4.3 Cone-Ratio method (CR) or DEA ratio model 
The COlle-Ratio model translates experts opinion iuto explicit relative valuations of the 
inputs and outputs in order to provide a better assessment ofthe D1\1 Us. The Cone-Ratio 
method assesses unobserved DMUs as in the unobserved Dl\IUs approach. However, the 
adjusted input (output) levels derived from the observed input (output) levels are de-
termined by a procedure which is as follows: 
1. Run the standard CCR model 
2. Get appraisal to select DMUs judged as the best performers 
:3. Leturk and 1Jik be the CCR weights for the selected Dl\IUs, k 1, .'" l 
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In the version of the cone-ratio, all weights are a linear combination 
of 1Jik and Urk' In this way, the CCR weights of the appraised D?vlUs restrict all 
and the weights space as a cone. 
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(3.21) 
L, ... m (3.22) 
L ... ,8 (3.23) 
(:1.24) 
In its envelopment vp.rsion. the cone-ratio assess DMCs with transformed data. 
The transformed inputs (outputs) are the product of the CCR weights Ul'k and Vik 
of the D~lUs appraised by experts and the original inputs/ outputs. 
Assurance and cone-ratio models 
In the assurance region method, we use the bounds on the ratio of the CCR weights 
Urk and Uik of the appraised DMUs to restrict all the weights. In this case, the assur-
ance region yield the same efficiency as the cone-ratio method the same appraised 
D::\IUs to generate its weights space. In this way, the cone-ratio method is similar to the 
assurance region method (Thompson et aL 1990a). 
The cone-ratio method serves more purposes than the assurance region method, 
The CR model will further be used to achieve the following (Charnes et al, 1990): 
• To highlight a given input or output which is believed to be more important than 
the others . 
• To unveil weakly effieient DMUs i.e. the D:'vIUs which appear efficient while using 
some slacks, 
In the CCR model, an input cone (weights space) is spanned by the vectors of all input 
optimal weights. Similarly, an output cone is spanned by the vectors of all output opti-
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optimal factor weights of the DMUs selected by experts. The unbounded weights in the 
CCR defille a unrestricted cone that is in principle than the constrained cone in 
the Cone-Ratio Inethod. The weights ill the CCR model that make a DJ\IU appraised by 
experts are now used in the cone-ratio model to lirnit its space (Charnes et al., 
1990). 
A DJ\IU will be rated efficient by the cone-ratio method, if firstly it rated efficient by the 
CCR model and secondly if the vectors of its optimal (in the CCR model) are in 
the constrained cone of the cone-ratio method. A D;\.IU will be evaluated as inefficient 
by the cone-ratio CCR though assessed as efficient by the CCR model if the vectors of its 
optimal weights (in the CCR model) are not in the constrained cone of the Cone-Ratio 
model (Chames et al., 1990). 
3.4.4 Imposing virtual input and output restrictions 
Until now we have been imposing direct restrictions OIl the weights or ratios of weights. 
At this point, restrictions are going to be placed on virtual inputs and outputs to effed 
weight restrictions. Recall that the virtual input (output) is the product of the input 
(output) and its corresponding weight, i.e: 
• urYrj as the virtual output r for DMU j 
• L~=luTYrj as the total virtual output for Dl\fU j 
• Vi:Cij as the virtual input i for DJVIU j 
• L~l ViIij as the total virtual input for Dl\fU j 
The efficiency measure of DMU j is either the ratio of total virtual input to total virtual 
output or the inverse. Therefore: 
ViXij 
• =",=rn--"--- be the proportion of the efficiency of Dl\IU j attributed to input i. It 
L..i=l ViXij 
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• =~~'--- be the proportion of the efficiency of Dl\ITJ j attributed to output r. It 
lhUrj 
H'pl'E'Sellts the relative importance attached to output,. in assessing the efficiency 
of D:\IU j. 
We can then include virtual weight restrictions in model [:\13] when assessing Dl\IU O's 
efficiency (Beasley. 1990; \Vong and 1990): 
s.t 
.5 
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Restriction (:3.28) keeps the relative importance of output 7' within specified bounds. 
Restriction (3.29) keeps the relative importance of input i within specified bounds. 
Note: Given the interpretation of the above restrictions. we believe that could be 
more meaningful to the decision maker than absolute weight restrictions. The decision 
maker may not be able to specify weight bounds especially in the presence of differ-
ent scales for factors, but may at least be able to specify ordinal relationships bet\veen 
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3.5 Common set of weights (CSW) 
In standard DEA, t'ach DMU its own weights to the or outputs. Alterna-
tiwly, a common s('t of weights could be llst'd for evaluating all Dl\IUs. Snch a common 
set of wt'ights is appropriate in a cont('xt where the operating conditions are similar for 
all the D:\IUs. 
l\Iany methods have been proposed as to how to determine a common set of weights. 
and a few of these are summarized below: 
1. Central measure of weights 
\Ve run the CCR. model for each Dl\IU and ret.ain some central measure of these 
weights of the inputs or outputs as common set of Several central mea-
sures could be adopted in this context, e.g. the mean, the mode and the median 
of all weights (R.oll et aL, 1991). 
2. Preferred order of factors 
\Ve start by ranking the various factors (inputs or outputs) in a descending order 
according to the order of importance. Then, we set ranges for each weight: 
(:3.~)0) 
(3.:n) 
\Ve will want to set wider ranges for the more important factors so that we are less 
restrictive on them. 
Now we start with the most important factor, and maximize the value of its 
subject to the constraint that the efficiency of each D:\IU is bounded above by 1, 
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s.t 
S UL 
L l1r Yrj L < O. j = L. .• N 
1'=1 
For the output weights, the model is as follows: 
['\f29] (Golany, 199:3) 
s.t 
s 










Once the solution is obtained, the factor weight is fixed at this level and the pro-
cedure is repeated for the next most important. 
3. lvlaximum average efficiency score 
The approach is based on an overall or average rating of all the Dl\IUs being maxi-
mized. The common set of weights is selected as those which maximize the average 
efficiency of all Di\IUs. The set is determined by solving the following non linear 
program. 
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j 1, ... N 




4. Weighting Technique 
5. 
Let OJ be tht:' efficiency score of Dl'vIU j determinpd by the CCR model applied to 
D1IU j. 
A weighted average set of weights may be defined (Roll et a1., 1991): 
and used a.s the common set. 
the number of efficient Dl'vIUs 
In this approach we maximize the number of efficient DMUs by maximizing a set 
of binary variables which specify whether a Dl\IU is efficient or not. The common 
set of is the set of the optimal weights that results from the solution to 
this program. It doesn't matter whether the overall efficiency rating across all the 
Dl'vIUs decreases or not. This model is formulated as a non linear mixed 
program. 
[M81] (Golany, 199:1) 
s.t 
N 
l'vIax L bj 
j=l 












ej - bj 2> 0, j = 1, ... N 
0::; Cj::; 1, j = 1, .. ,N 
Vi 2> 10, ILr 2> 10, Vi. r 







In the standard DEA model, the efficiency of each Dl\IU is assessed by choice of its 
own optimal weights. This type of efficiency is called standard or simple efficiency. The 
cross-efficiency approach makes possible for a Dl\IU to be rated according to weights 
which are optimal for other DMUs. This type of efficiency is called cross-efficiency. 
The simple efficiency of Dl\IU k is defined as follows: 
(:3.50) 
where llrk and Vik are the optimal weights of Dl\IU k. It can be seen from the above 
formula that the target Dl\IU k rates itself with its own weights. 
The cross-efficiency of DMU j is defined by: 
(3.51) 
I.e. using the optimal weights for DMU k in order to assess Dl\IU j. 
In our discussion here, the simple efficiency and the cross-efficiency are computed on the 
basis of the CCR model, although generalisation to other models would be possible. 
l. Aggressive and benevolent formulations 
Each Dl\IU uses in turn a linear programming (LP) to compute at once its own 
efficiency and the cross-efficiencies, constraining them to be less than one. In the 
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\Ve can place the cross-efficiencies into a table such as the following cross-efficiency 
matrix. where the leading diagonal represents the self-rating of each Di\lU. 
1 n 
1 Ell Eln 
2 E21 
3 E;)l 
n Enl En2 
ek el e2 
'1'he entries e k in the final row represents the average rating by peers (excluding 
the leading diagonal) for DMU k. \Ve compute it as follows (Green and Doyle, 
1994): 
It can be proved that when a DMU is Pareto-efficient in DEA, the linear program 
may often have multiple optimal solutions and in this case, its weights are not 
unique. The proof of this can be found in Sexton et a!. (1986). Since the weights 
that maximize simple efficiency are not unique, a secondary objective has been 
added to the linear program to ensure a unique solution for the target DMU. The 
cross-efficiency approach and the standard DEA have the same primary goal: to 
maximize simple efficiency. The secondary goal of the Cross-efficiency approach 
represents a quantity that is to be optimized only in the event of multiple optimal 
solutions in the original linear program (primary goal) and should be ignored if the 
linear program has a unique optimal solution (Sexton et al., 1986). The secondary 
goal can be formulated in two ways: an aggressive and a benevolent formulation. 
(a) Aggressive formulation (Green and Doyle. HHH; Sexton et al., 198G) 
The aggressive formulation assumes that, given a choice among several alter-
nate solutions that maximize a D.MC's self-rated efficiency, the D1\IU chooses 
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Then the following LP may be solved: 
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selected by the user. 
The solution to this linear program is used to compute 








The aggressive formulation assumes that, given a choice among sevend alter-
nate solutions which maximize a Dl'vIU's self-rated efficiency, the formulation 
will choose the solution which will maximize the Dl\IU's of all the other 
D?\IUs using the same definition of Bk from 3.52. 
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The solution to this linear program is used to compute Ekj 




The principle of the formulation seems to be that it forces DMUs 
to distinguish themselves from their peers as much as possible whenever they 
can achieve their first-priority goal which is efficiency. The aim is that a DMU 
will specialize so that it can be the best performer in a specific area. On the 
other hand, under the benevolent formulation, Dr-IUs seem to distribute their 
weights across all inputs and outputs in order to raise the cross-efficiencies 
which they dispense (Thompson et al., 1990a). The benevolent seeks the best 
performance for the team. 
2. Practical usefulness of cross-efficiency 
There are two primary uses for the cross-efficiency measures: 
(a) To rank DMUs 
The ek ( average ranking by peers) can be used to rank the efficient DlvfUs. 
The higher the ek, the higher the D.t\JU's rating will be. An alternative mea-
sure is the maverick indicator Al k defined by: 
(:3.63) 
A maverick indicator is a measure of the discrepancy which exists between 
simple efficiency and cross-efficiency: The higher the maverick indicator, the 
lower the DMU's rating will be. A maverick DMU operates away from the 
crowd. Though it might. be efficient. (simple efficiency), it has a low ek 










3.7. i\IETHODS USED IN THIS STUDY 
(b) To identify suitable paragon DlVIUs or cross-dIiciellt peers 
A duster can be applied to the columns of the cross-efficiencies, which 
represent the rating of DMU j by the other DD.IUs. Di\IUs can be n."."~r;~"." 
to dusters based on the correlation coefficients between the columns of the 
cross-efficiency matrix table. Each correlation coefficient between the columns 
of the cross-efficiencies matrix represents a distance between two DMUs and 
expresses how similarly the Dl'vIUs are rated by peers. Similar DMUs are then 
grouped into clusters. 
It is also possible to use other distance measures for the cluster analysis. For 
example, vectors may use binary variables that will either be equal to one (if 
a positive weight is placed on the input or output) or zero (if no weight is 
placed on the input or output). 1'he distance between two Dl\IUs will be the 
number of inputs and outputs for which their weights do not agree. \Ve know 
that the weights are scale dependent in DEA and the binary variable is used 
to remedy to this problem. 
Having identified the clusters, we can identify the top Dl'vIU in each cluster. 
The DMU having the highest cross-efficiency score in a given cluster will be 
considered a paragon of efficiency (or role model for the other members of the 
cluster). It is the best appraised DYIU within that cluster (Green and Doyle, 
1994). 
3. Cross-efficiency and Analysis of Covariance(ANCOVA) 
An analysis of covariance can be used to investigate a relationship between the 
efficiency score and other variables not included in the set of inputs or outputs. In 
this case, the efficiency score will be the dependent variable and the Hew variable(s) 
will be the independent variable(s). The analysis of covariance has the advantage 
of handling both the continuous and the categorical variables. Once a relationship 
between the current inputs or outputs and other variables is established, it; could 
lead us either to change the model by including those variables or use this infor-
mation in planning future strategies (Sexton et al., 1986). 
3.7 Methods used in this study 
In this chapter, we have presented many different methods for introducing weight re-
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efficiency' (Hahne and Korhonen, 2000; .loro et aL 200:'l), central values hetween bounds 
(GolanYl 1993) and Golany method (Golany, 1988). 
For the llumerical studies later in this dissertation, \\'c shall concentrate 011 comparing 
assurance region, virtual weight restrictions and cross-efficiency because: 
• they are easily applied while the algorithms for the other methods are more diffi-
cult. 
• the input required from the decision maker for these methods is more straightfor-
ward while the demands from the decision maker for the other methods arc more 











Chapter 4 ___ ------1 
Current Research Questions 
The previous chapter is based on weight restrictions. The aim of weight restrictions is to 
provide an answer to the problem of extreme or unrealistic However, price or 
preference information are not always easily available and the element of subjectivity in 
the determination of weights are serious concerns. Therefore, a more objectivt' IIlPthod 
needs to be used. The need arises even more especially when no value judgements can be 
obtained. In this chapter, we will present the research questions then, we will introduce 
a new approach aimed at evaluating DMUs' robustness. 
4.1 Research questions 
At this point, we will look at the questions to be addressed in the experimented studies 
reported in this thesis. 
We know that the DEA is the ratio of the weighted inputs to the weighted 
outputs for the output efficiency or the weighted outputs to the weighted inputs for the 
input efficiency. It is therefore clear that this efficiency measure is a function of the 
weights. The basic DEA is characterised by total weight flexibility which has a lot of 
drawbacks which have been explored in the weight restrictions literature review. One of 
the problems of this vnlue-frt'e approach is the extreme weights or zero-weights which 
cause some factors to be effectively ignored in the assessment process. 
The input or output mix are related to the operating practices of D)'IUs or policies of 
a U:\ ru (ThanHssoulis, 2001). The input (or output) mix is the ratio of inputs (or out-
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a D:\IU's efficiency. The lack of in the efficiency when the weights '.H(LHI'S testify 
to the strength of a DMU's efficiency standing. 
In view of all the problems in use and interpretation of weights in DEA, the following 
questions have been formulated for furtlwl" attention: 
4.1.1 Questions concerning efficiency 
1. How much information does the DEA efficiency convey? 
2. To what extent does the efficiency measure reveal the strengths or weaknesses of 
a D:'IU? 
3. Can we measure the degree of uncertainty or imprecision in the efficiency 
4. How much credibility can we attach to an efficiency measure in view of all the 
uncertainties related to weight restrictions? 
5. Can we be certain that the DEA efficiency measure for D:MUO is robust? 
6. How sensitive is the efficiency to changes in the operating practices or values of 
the Dl\lU ? 
7. Can we, when no value judgement is available, identify the D:'IUs which are ro-
bustly efficient? 
4.1.2 Questions of methodological development 
• Can we develop a robustness analysis procedure that will not use value judgements 
to specify the weight bounds '? 
• Can we develop a robustness analysis procedure that will allow a DMU to be 
judged by its own weights? (i.e in the original DEA sum) 
• Given the pattern of efficiencies when the weights change, can we allocate DMUs 
to performance categories? 
4.2 Sensitivity Analyses 
The possibility of data errors ha"" prompted investigations into the stability of DEA ef-
ficiency to such errors. Charnes ct al. (1994) state as follows: In view of the possibility 
of erroneous or misleading some critics of DEA have questioned the validity and 
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help refine a proposed input-output set (Tlmnassoulis, 2001). 
Poor envelopment of Dl\IUs by the efficient frontier, \"Tong model specification (models 
not suitable), ret.urns to scale not properly specified, etc. are other issues which have 
led researchers to investigate the stability of the DEA efficiency measure. 
Sensitivity analyses have been reported in a number of papers but with different ap-
proaches to ours. The terms 'robustness analysis' or 'sensitivity analysis' were not ex-
plicitly mentioned in some papers even though they were based on this idea. \Ve briefly 
summarize a few of these approaches. 
• The cross-efficiency approach makes it possible to test the robustness of a Dl\IU's 
efficiency. A cross-efficiency for DMUO is the efficiency score obtained with the 
optimal set of weights for another DMlJ (Sexton et al., 1986). The cross-efIiciencies 
are readily available for a DMU since it can be rated successively with the weights 
obtained for each of the other D:rvnJs. The cross-efficiency approach may be seen 
as a process of rating by peers. The overall cross-efficiency score for DMUO is the 
mean of all its cross-efIiciencies. It is obvious that a Dl\IU cannot have a high 
overall cross-efIiciency if in general most DMUs rate it lowly (most of its cross-
efficiencies are low). For a DMU to have a high overall cross-efficiency, it must 
be in general highly rated (most of its cross-efficiencies must be high). In this 
approach, we investigate changes to the efficiency of a D~IU when subjected to 
different sets of weights (the optimal weights of other Dl\IUs). A DMU \vith a high 
overall cross-efficiency can be said to be robustly efficient.. A maverick indicator 
(72) prevents a D11U which h&<; a high (self) efficiency but a low cross-efficiency 
score from being highly ranked. A maverick D1IlJ or a D:\IU with a low overall 
cross-efficiency are not both robustly efficient even if they have a high (self) effi-
ciency score because their efIiciency is dependent on a single set of weights (Sexton 
ct aL, 1986). 
• Chames et aL (199 ft) suggest another sensitivity analysis based on simultaneous 
data changes. This approach seeks to find how data changes affect the efficiency of 
D:\IUs. The authors were concerned about the reliability of efficiency measures in 
case of data error. Efficient DMUs which remain so despite all data variations are 
called SA (Stable always). They qualify to be extremely efficient D:MUs or SCSC 
(Strongly Complementary Slackness Condition) solution. Some initially efficient 
DMUs become inefficient and are replaced in the hasis of efIicient DMUs by the 
inefficient Dl\IUs which become efficient. 
• Banker and Thrall (1902), the scale elasticity (30) measure is allowed to take dif-
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changes in returns to scale. 
• In Lang et al. (1995), an approach is developed which extends the efficient frontier 
in order to control how the efficient. frontier envelops all the Dj\IUs. Different envel-
opments yield different scores. Three types of envelopment methods are available: 
standard DEA, CEA (Controlled Envelopment Analysis) and CFA (Constrained 
Facet Analysis). Standard DEA makes the initial envelopment of the Dl\IUs as-
sessed with the requirement that the Production Possibility Set must be convex. 
If a DMU is not well enveloped, inefficient Dl\l Us may be assessed as efficient. 
Standard DEA yields the upper bound on the efficiency measure. CEA aims to 
maximize the envelopment while CFA seeks to remove the slacks at each 
iteration while keeping past efficient peers. The envelopment degree is a measure 
of how well the efficient frontier covers or envelops the D:-'IUs assessed and it IS 
determined mainly by close observation of the production possibility set. 
• In Kornbluth (1991), Multiple Objective Linear Fractional Programming (MOLFP) 
wa,.', used in DEA and a sensitivity analysis was also conducted. l\1any solutions 
determining the efficiency of Dl\IUs were found. All solutions had to comply with 
the corporate policies of the industry. The solutions differed from one another 
by allowing for individual policies of firms that are not contrary to the corporate 
policies. Policies were incorporated in the solutions through weight restrictions. 
:\10LFP ensures that the best solution is obtained for all DJ\IUs simultaneously. 
A DJ\1U is strongly efficient if it is efficient not only with its own policies but 
with other firms' policies. A strongly efficient Dl\IU is efficient for many solutions. 
The efficiency of that DJ\'IU stands despite having been rated with different sets 
of weights. In other words, the efficiency of that DMU stands even when different 
sets of restrictioIls are placed on the weights. Different corporate policies can also 
be used to test the strength of the efficiency of DMUs. 
• Another form of sensitivity analysis was conducted by Golany (1988). Different 
DEA models were use on a set of data and efficiency rankings across the models 
were obtained. DMUs were ranked according to their efficiency scores. A DMU has 
a robust efficiency standing if similar rankings are reached with different models. 
The strength of the efficiency standing of a Dl\lU is tested as efficiency assessment 
underlying assumptions is allowed to vary under different models. 
• A sensitivity analysis involving probabilities was also suggested by Stewart (1996). 
This is a l\'lonte Carlo approach in which uniformly distributed weights arc gener-
ated randomly. The efficiency score is generated from each set of weights generated, 
leading to a probability distribution for the range of values for each Dl\lU. The 
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measure because DEA yields the maximulll efficiency score for a DJ\IU. Simple 
box and whisker plots were used in conjunction with the :\Ionte Carlo approach to 
represent the distributions over the weights. In this case, it was assumed that the 
weights follmved the uniform distribution, but other distributions could have been 
used. The graphic showed the distributions of D:\IUs' weights with their probabil-
ities. This method attaches a probability level with each possible efficiency score. 
In this wayan efficiency solution (upper bound of 100%) may have most. of its 
probability mass at a lower efficiency than another inefficient. D:\IU. Such insights 
could not be obtained with the basic DEA. 
4.3 Robustness analysis 
DEA can yield an efficiency score that is the result of an extreme choice of weights in-
tended only to maximize its efficiency score and not representing the real performance of 
the DMU in question. In this sense if care is not taken, the resulting efficiency llleasure 
ean be misleading. 
\Veight restriction approaehes aim to solve the problems caused by unconstrained and 
total weight flexibility. However, explicit weight bounds may not be available because 
price or preference information may be unobtainable (Sexton et 301., 1986), which is why 
lllany techniques of weight restrictions have been developed. Problems ,vith these tech-
niques inelude their often subjective nature, absence of feasible solutions, especially for 
absolute weight restrictions. 
In place of explicit bounds on weights, we propose structured robustness analysis in 
order to investigate the efl'ects of weight changes on the efficiency. This also provides 
a test of the strength of a Dl'dU's efficiency standing. In this analysis, the permissible 
weight ranges (or the weight space) for each factor will systematically and progressively 
be tightened until such weight change will affect the efficiency of the DMU. DMUs whose 
efficiency remains the same or changes only marginally will be eonsidered robustly ef-
ficient. The bounds used in the restriction of the weight space are not based on value 
judgements. Bounds are initially set at large values, whieh are progressively tightened. 
Our robustness analysis includes a few models designed to test the robust.ness of the 
effieiency standing of DMUs. The aim of this robust.ness analysis is not to try to obtain 
a single efficieney score for DMUO but rather to evaluate the standard DEA measure, 
in order to determine whether the DMU's efficieney standing is robust. \Ve should not 
expect that a single efficiency measure is suffieient to display the full extent of a Dl\IU's 
situation. \Ve gain more insight through a robustness analysis which generates a, range 
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standing than an efficient HMU. 
In this ehapter, we have presented the research questions and discussed previous sensitiv-
ity analyses. In addition, we have introduced robustness analysis. In the next chapter, 












Comparison of Methods for Robustness 
Analysis 
In the preceding chapter, we presented robustness analysis and what it aims to achieve. 
In this chapter we compare the methods of robustness analysis described below. Our 
research methodology is to apply the methods to ~{ different data sets and to initially 
compare insights across data sets and methods. Therefore, we describe both the data 
sets and the methods in this chapter. 
5.1 Methods 
Four methods ha·\,e been selected for comparison in this study. These are: 
• :'Iethod 1: Systematic changes to assurance regions 
• :"Iethod 2: Systematic changes to virtual factor restrictions 
• l\fethod 3: Systematic restrictions of virtual factors to values not too different from 
the population averages 
• :'Iethod 4: Cross-efficiency 
5.1.1 Method 1 
This method is based on the principle of applied assurance regions method but applied 
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method of weight restriction in which intervals are ratios of input or output weights as 
follows: 
Vi 
.Bik' Vi, k:i i k 
Uk 
(5.1) 
'ur < Orl, 
Ul 
Vr, 1:T i l (5.2) 
Note that the above constraints do define intervals of the form 
1 Vi 
::; Pik, k; i k (5.3) < 
Vk 
1 Ur 
Vr, l; r i l (5.4) < ::; Irl, 
Ilr 'lil 
In the assurance regions, expert opinion is used to set up the bounds on the weights. 
however in place of expert opinion, we shall use systematic variation in the weight 
restrictions. \Ve start the process by allowing wide intervals for the feasible weights 
which are then progressively tightened. }<or ease of application, we are going to use the 
same bounds for all input and output pairs i.e Pik = Irl = B > 1 Vi i k & Til. 
The upper bound on the weights will be B and the lower bound -k. In order to avoid 
redundancy, it is sufficient to use the following restrictions by suppressing one of the two 
equations for respectively the inputs and outputs: 
(5.5) 
'Ul 
B, Vr,k;r i k (5.6) 
Intuitively a large value of B is chosen (implying no effective weight restrictions). In 
the subsequent runs, B is reduced progressively in the process of which the resulting 
changes in the efficiency standing of each Dl\IU can be traced. In this way, we will test 
the robustness of the efficiency of DMUs. DMUs who stand t.he test are those whose 
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5.1.2 lVlethod 2 
This method is similar to .Method 1, but is based on restricting virtual inputs and 
outputs, which restricts the importance attached by a D:l\IU to a given factor (input or 
output.). 
\Ve define: 
as tlw virtual input i, andl.trYrj as the virtual output 1', for D1\IU j. Then 
is the proportional virtual input i for DI\IU j. 
Similarly 
is the proportional virtual output l' for D MU j. 
(" '7) iJ. I 
(5.8) 
In principle, the virtual inputs and outputs for D:l\IUO can be constrained as follows: 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
Once again, for ease of application, we use the saIIle bounds for all inputs and outputs, 
i.e (Xi ~(r -b and =: Dr = B Vi, T 
As in method 1, robustness is assessed by starting with a large value for B and progres-
sively reducing it, tracing the resulting of DMUO (for each D:\IU). 
5.1.3 Method 3 
This method extends method 2 by replacing fixed bounds on individual inputs and 
outputs by deviations from average values on all DI\,fCs. 
Let 
Vi·Li) 
~m be the proportional virtual input i for DI\IU j 
L.."i=l V(Cij 
(5.11) 
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The following steps should be followed: 
• Run tht' standard DEA and work out the proportional virtual inputs Vi; and 
outputs Ui) using the optimal weights for inputs and outputs respectively. 
• Find "~:al' auel the "averages" of all lli) and Ul~j respectively. The term 
:·average" here refers not necessarily to the arithmetic mean but possibly to all 
other central measures such as median, weighted average, mode, etc. 
• In principle, virtual inputs and outputs for DMUO can be constrained as follows: 
As in methods 1 and 2, we define (};i I, i and PI = 6, 
progressively reduced toward 1 in order to assess robustness. 
5.1.4 Method 4 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
EVi,1', where 13 IS 
]\Iethod 4 is simply the cross-efficiency approach as proposed and defined by Green and 
Doyle (1994). Let Ekk be the simple efficiency of D'\IU k, i.e as determined by the 
standard DEA. 
Let. Ilij and be the optimal weights obtained for D.\IU j. \Ve can then define the 
cross-efficiency of DMU .i Ekj as the ratio -=~=-----"- nsing optimal weights of DMU k. 
In practice, however, solutions to the DEA LP may not be unique. To ensure a unique 
definition for cross-efficiency, therefore a secondary objective is added to the simple effi-
ciency objective in the linear program. Two formulations are possible, termed aggressive 
and benevolent. The aggressive formulation, while maximizing the simple efIiciency of 
D:\IU k, minimizes the croRs-efficiencies of all DMUs. On the other hand, the benevolent 
formulation, maximizes both the simple efIiciency of Di\IU k and all the cross-efficiencies. 
For purpoRes of the studies reported here, we use the aggressive formulation as it is ex-
pected to lead to a more discriminating solution than the benevolent formulation. 
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As we know, each DMV is evaluated by all the other Dl\IUs. This process can be 
compared to appraisal of D;VIU k by peers and it yields ek average rating of DMU 
k by peers). 
\Ve present here two significant measures: 
• The average rating of DMU k (or ek ranking): represent the extent to which a 
Dl\IU is appraised by other DMUs. In other words. it tells us how well a D1IU 
performs in terms of its cross-efficiency. The higher the cfoss-efficiency is, the 
higher the efficiency standing will be. 
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N 
ek = 1/(n -- 1) L EkJ 
11k 
( 5.22) 
• Maverick ranking (or Alk): expresses the discrepancy between cross-efficiency and 
simple efficiency and it is defined by: 
(5.23) 
The bigher the discrepam;y is, the lower the efficiency standing will be. 
In this chapter we have presented all the methods used in this study and the data 
sets to which we will apply them. The next chapter will deal with the implemen-
tation of the methods and the results will be presented and discussed. 
5.2 Data sets 
For the purpose of comparing insights obtained from the different methods we present 
the raw data, as given by the authors, but for the experiments the data were normalized 
to make the factor weights comparable. 
5.2.1 Example 1 
In this hypothetical example, a study was conducted on the comparative efficiency of 
Dl\IUs using 4 inputs and 3 out.puts (Golany, 1992). 
DMUs (I)Xl (I)X2 (I)X3 (I)X4 I (O)Yl (O)Y2 (O)Y3 
1 521 3130 1859 80 15500 460 
I 
0.85 
2 747 5075 3491 44 13700 340 0.63 
3 935 i 1483 2984 93 18000 1080 0.~i7 
4 205 4583 1736 65 I 8900 490 0.56 
5 177 2990 1823 it 10800 960 0.14 i 6 584 5467 1775 17300 890 0.47 
7 634 7734 1700 58 21000 2930 0.91 
Bi 456 6552 503 73 9500 240 0.78 
9 471 1855 2528 42 9100 370 0.74 
10 325 4579 818 ! 51 6600 800 6-:52 




12 585 4217 ! 2012 84 26200 3600 OA1 
13 343 4061 2957 91 11400 470 0.55 
I 14 • 597 3242 665 73 7200 1:150 0.39 
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5.2.2 Example 2 
In this example, a study was conducted all the comparative efficiency of the departments 
of the Science Faculty of the University of Cape Town, \vhich \vas initially undertaken 
as an honours project by Behrman (2002). 
The following factors were used by the DMUs: 
• Inputs 
Xl: recurrent staffing cost 
X2: ~on-recurrent staffing costs 
X3: Floor 
X4: General expenses 
• Outputs 
Yl: Postgraduate student numbers 
Y2: Research Output 
Y:3: Full Time equivalent (FTE) undergraduate head count 
Y4: Number of undergraduates passed 
(I)Xl (I)X2 (I)X3 
.... 
(I)X4 (0) -XIT10 ) ~n=( 0 )Y3 i~1~}l DMUs 1 25.3.'i52 3.2533 16.5541 20.6094 20.8696 17.3913! 9.8771 
2 14.0627 12.6254 1.7734 2.8286 6.9565 30.4348 1.~~8558 
3 84.5454 11.2504 60.9127 100 • 65.2174 21.0145 14.6471 .:3091 
.... -~-
4 5:3.0606 9.G426 39.9984 49.2444 60 48.5507 ... 3.3486 :3.1406. 
5 92.2176 39.661 100 76.7885 • 57.3ma 38.4058 27.752:3 • a2.0842 
6 4:3.7472 30.5204 8.2405 58.4512 42.6087 11.5942 30.8119 37.5803 
I 7 41.3394 7.7552 Hi.1G37 . 47.1029 66.087 20.2899 14.2a75 18.0228 
8 65.4843 14.:i401 :33.4499 44.9291 • 51.a04:3 19.5652 I 4.9a86 .... =-=--5.3533 
i 9 100 100 • 14.5123 47.7831 72.1739 44.2029 • 85.5697 91.5061 
10 66.8288 28.0182 43.805 L! • 30.8876 25.2174 23.1884 34.6182 40 .. 5782 
11 i 2:3.0072 0.4:301 8.1998 11.6405 25.2174 16.6667 2.7222 3.2477 I 
• 
12 67.3429 42.3374 G.2637 2G.:3751 33.913 • 42.7536 I 100 100 
13 77.9325 12.0574 58.9278 G6.5985 100 100 7.4199 7.42a3 
5.2.3 Example 3 
In this example (Bowlin et al., 1985), a study wa:, conducted on the comparative efficiency 
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The following factors were used by the DMUs: 
• Inputs 
Xl: Staff utilized in terms of full-t.ime equivalents 
X2: Number of hospital bed days available/year 
X3: Supplies in terms of dollar cost/year 
• Output.s 
Y1: Regular patient care/year 
Y2: Severe patient care/year 
Y3: Teaching of residents and interns/year 
Hospitals IFTE Bed days Supply $ Teach. 
1 23.5 41050 130000 
2 24.5 43160 140000 
3 26 43HiO 1;')0000 _. 
4 25 41050 140000 
1-------..... 
5 28.5 50530 160000 
6 36 • 6210,,) 210000 
7 51.5 926:30 270000 
8. 25 49475 140000 
91 24.5 43160 16.')000 
10 77 92630 340000 
111 44.5 65260 265000 
i 
12 30 60000 170000 
13 4:3.5 81110 245000 
14 I 30 60000 170000 
15 26.5 47370 160000 
Units ! Reg.pats Sev.pats ! 
50 3000 2000 
50 2000 3000 I 
100 2000 I 3000 
100 3000 2000 
50 3000 3000 
100 2000 5000 
50 lUOOO 2000 
100 • 3000 2000 
50 1 2000 3000 I ._-
100 10000 2000 • 
.50 5000 3000 
100 3000 3000 
50 4000 5000 
100 I 3000 3000 












Results and Interpretation of results 
6.1 Definition 
The first three methods methods 1, 2 and 3) lead to the classification of D~IUs into 
four groups: robustly efficient DMUs, non-robustly efficient D~IUs, inefficient DMUs 
with a robust efficiency standing and inefficient DMUs with a non-robust efficiency 
standing. The first and the third groups are made of DMUs highly rated with regard to 
their efficiency standing robustness whether they are efficient or not. 
• Robustly efficient DMU (RE): An initially efficient Di\lU whose efficiency score 
decreases minimally when the feasible weights interval is systematically reduced. 
• Non-robustly efficient DJ\,lUs (NRE): An initially efficient DMU \vhose efficiency 
score decreases substantially when the feasible weights interval is systematically 
reduced, 
• Inefficient DMUs with a robust efficiency standing (RI): An initially inefficient 
D:\IU whose efficiency score decreases minimally when the feasible weights interval 
is systematicaJly reduced, 
• Inefficient D:\IUs with a non-robust efficiency standing (NIH): An initially ineffi-
cient DMU whose efficiency score further decreases substantially as feasible weights 
interval is systematically reduced, 
Interpretation of results from methods 1-:~ is facilitated by graphically representing the 
changing efficiencies with changing weight intervals, However, given the number of 
D::\11Js, it will not be practical to display graphs for all D:"IUs. \Ve rather have chosen to 
represent a few D:"1(;s, each one belonging to a specific group, \Ve know that each group 
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the effects. 
:'fethod 4 leads to a different type of classification. Here also \ve ,vill classify the DMUs 
in -1 groups: efficient Dl\HJs highly appraised, efficient D:\IUs lowly appraised, inefficient 
D:\IUs highly appraised and inefficient Di.\IUs 100vly appraised. 
• Efficient Dl\IU highly appraised (HAE): An efficient Dl\IU (self-evaluation) that 
has a high cross-efficiency. 
• Efficient Dl\IU lowly appraised (LAE): An efficient Di.\IU (self-evaluation) that has 
a low cross-efficiency. 
• inefficient DMUs highly appraised(HAI): An inefficient Dl\IU (self-evaluation) that 
hl1,,'> a high cross-efficiency. 
• inefficient DMUs lowly appraised(LAI): An inefficient DMU (self-evaluation) that 
has a low cross-efficiency. 
Note: 
• The classifications for the first three and the last methods respectively are quite 
similar. 
• Some of the terms used in our definitions (such as minimal or substantial decrease 
in the efficiency score, low or high cross-efficiency) are not precisely defined at 
present, but we will elaborate on these later. 
• All tables and figures have been included at the end of the chapter. 
6.2 Results and Interpretation 
6.2.1 Data set 1 
6.2.1.1 Method 1 
Table 6.1 end of chapter for all tables and figures) the efficiencies for each 
Dl\IU for various values of B. The second last column contains the standard deviation 
on the efficiency scores for each Dl\IU and the last column contains the ranks of the 
standard deviations such that the DMU with the smallest standard deviation (i.e the 
most robust) is ranked first. 
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• D)'IlJs 7, 12 and 15 clearly belong to the RE group as their efficiency scores remain 
unchanged below B = 1.5 and even as low as B 1.1 for D:\IU 7 
• Dl\IU 9 is more borderline as its efficiency score only starts changing from B ~ 1.7 
and ends up not very low. 
• D)'IUs 1,3, 4, 5, 8, 11, and 14 belong to the NRE group as their efficiency scores 
start to drop in some cases quite rapidly while B is relatively large. 
• Di\IU 10 belongs to the RI group as its efficiency score though less than 1 doesn't 
drop quickly. Dl\IU 10 doesn't lose much of its efficiency as demonstrated by the 
fact the standard deviation of its efficiency scores is relatively low. 
• Dl\IUs 2, 6 and 13 belong to the NRI group as their efficiency scores start to drop 
quite rapidly while B is relatively large. 
As illustration of the effects observed, Figure 6.1 displays changes in the efficiency 
with changing B for one DMU from each group, namely: 
Dl\TU 7 for the RE group 
Dl\IU 9 for the RE-NRE group 
D:\lU 3 for the NRE group 
Dl\IU 10 for the RI-NRI group 
Dl\IU 2 for the NRI group 
From the graph, we note the following: 
DJ\IU 3 though initially efficient ends up almost at the same efficiency level with 
Dl\IU 2 which was initially inefficient. \Ve can see that the efficiencies of DMUs 
3 and 2 fall quickly and substantially. D:\llJ 7 maintains its efficiency even as the 
bounds change. DMU 10 although inefEcient doesn't lose much of its efficiency. 
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6.2.1.2 Method 2 
Table 6.2 gives the efficiencies for each D:\IU for various values of B. 
The following classifications are suggested: 
D:\IUs 7, 12 and 15 clearly belong to the RE group as their efficiency scores 
remain unchanged below B = 1.5 and even as B = 1.1 
DMU 3 is more borderline as its efficiency score only starts changing slowly 
from B S 1.7 and ends up not very low. 
DJ\IUs 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11 and 14 belong to the NRE group as their efficiency 
scores start to drop in some cases quite rapidly while B is relatively large. 
Dl\IU 10 belongs to the RI group as its efficiency score though less than 1 
doesn't. fall quickly. DMU 10 doesn't. lose much of its efficiency as demoIl-
strated by the fact that. t.he standard deviation of its efficiency scores is rela-
tively low. 
Dl\fUs 2, 6 and 13 belong to the NRI group as their efficiency scores start to 
drop quite rapidly while B is relatively large. 
As illustration of t.he effects observed, Figure 6.2 displays changes in the efficiency 
with B for each DMU from each group, namely: 
DMU 7 for the RE group 
DMU 3 for the RE-NRE group 
Dl\IU 9 for the NRE group 
Dl\1U lO for the RI--NRI group 
D:\IU 2 for the NUL group 
Ftom the graph, we note the following: 
Dl\IU 9 though initially efficient ends up almost at the same efficiency level with 
DMU 2 which was initially inefficient. \Ve can see that the efficiencies of DMUs 
9 and 2 fall quickly and substantially. DMU 7 maintains its efficiency even as the 
bounds change. DMU 10 although inefficient doesn't lose much of its efficiency. 
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6.2.1.3 Method 3 
Table 6.3 gives the efficiencies for each DMU for various values of B. 
The following da,<'>sifications are suggested: 
~- DJ\IUs 4, 7, 12 and 15 clearly belong to the RE group as their efficiency scores 
remain unchanged below B = 1.5 and even as B = 1.1 
DJ\lU 3 is more borderline as its efficiency score only starts changing slowly 
from B 1. 7 and ends up not very low. 
D)'IUs 1, 5, 8, 9, 11 and 14 belong to the NRE group as their efficiency scores 
start to drop in some cases quite rapidly while B is relatively large. 
- D1\lUs 6 and 10 belong to the Rl group as their efficiency scores though less 
than 1 don't fall quickly. DMUs 6 and 10 don't lose much of its efficiency 1'1S 
demonstrated by the fact that the standard deviation of its efficiency scores 
is relatively low. 
DJ\IUs 2 and 13 belong to the NRl group as their efficiency scores start to 
drop quite rapidly while B is relatively large. 
As illustration of the effects observed, Figure 6.3 displays changes in the efficiency 
with B for each DMU from each group, namely: 
D1\1O 7 for the RE group 
Dl\IU 3 for the RE-NRE group 
~- Dl\lU 8 for the NRE group 
D1\1O 6 for the Rl-NRI group 
DJ\fU 2 for the NRl group 
From the graph, we note the following: 
Dl\IU 8 though initially efficient ends very low. \Ve can see that the efficiencies 
of Dl\IUs 8 and 2 fall quickly and substantially. DMU 7 rnaintains its efficiency 
even as the bounds change. DMU 6 although inefficient doesn't lose much of its 
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6.2.1.4 Method 4 
Cross-efficiencies for each D11U arc reported in the rows of Table 6.4 (i.e the ef-
ficiency of D?\IU j as assessed by the weights for D :\IU k is given in row j, column k) 
Table 6.:5 gives for each DMU the self-evaluation, the average cross-efficiency, the 
rank based on the average cross-efficiency and the maverick indicator: 
The following classifications are then suggested: 
DMUs 7, 12 and 15 belong to the HAE group as they form a duster whose 
cross-efficiencies are higher than those of the rest of efficient DMUs (self-
evaluation) . 
D:'IUs 1, 8, 9 and 11 are more borderline since their cross-efficiencies are 
somewhat low€'!' than those of the previous group. 
D:\fUs 3, 4, 5, and 14 belong to the LAE group as their cross-efficiencies are 
low and there is a wide gap between them and the HAE group. 
DMU 10 is more borderline since their cross-efficiencies are somewhat lower 
than the cross-efficiencies of the previous group. 
D:\lUs 2, 6 and 1:) belong to the LAl group as their cross-efficiencies are low 
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6.2.1.5 Summarized results for data set 1 
Table 6.6 displays the categories to which a D;"IU is assigned according to each 
method: 
The following observations may be made: 
:\Iethod 3 and 2 agree generally except for the evaluation of D:\IU 4 which 
method 2 regards as non-robustly efficient D1\IU while method 3 regards it 
as robustly efficient. 
:\lethods 1 and 2 a.gree in general except that they empha.size different bor-
derline Dl\IUs: DMU 9 for method 1 and D11U 3 for method 2. Method 
1 regards DMU :3 as non-robustly efficient while method 2 regards DMU 9 
as non-robustly efficient. Method 1 is dubious as to whether DMU 9 should 
belong to the robust or non-robust group while :\Iethod 2 is uncertain as to 
whether D11Us 3 should belong to the robust or non-robust group. There is 
no substantial disagreement between the two met.hods. 
:\Iethod 4 generally agrees with t.he other three methods although it is dubious 
about the status of a. few DMUs: L 8, 9, 10, 11. In general, it seems more 
difficult t.o obtain a clear classification wit.h Method 4. 
The above observat.ions indicate that the methods differ only sightly and yield 
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6.2.2 Data set 2 
6.2.2.1 Method 1 
Table 6.7 gives the efficiencies for each D;\IU for various values of B. The second 
last column contains the standard deviation on the efficiency scores for each DMU 
and the last column contains the ranks of the standard deviations. The DMU with 
the smallest standard deviation (i.e. the most robust) is ranked first. 
The following classifications are theIl suggested: 
DI\ICs 12 clearly belongs to the RE group as its efficiency scores remain 
uIlchanged above 1.3. 
D~IU 2 is more borderline as its efficiency score only start changing from 
B 1.7 and ends up not very low. 
DMUs 1, 6, 7, 9, 11 and 13 belong to the NRE group as their efficiency scores 
start to drop in some cases quite rapidly while B is relatively large. 
D1VIUs .5 and 10 belong to the RI group as their efficiency scores though less 
than 1 don't drop quickly. D1IUs 5 and 10 don't lose much of their efficiencies 
as demonstrated by the fact that the standard deviations of their efficiency 
scores are relatively low. 
DMUs :3, 4 and 8 belong to the NRI group &'3 their efficiency scores start to 
drop quite rapidly while B is relatively large. 
As illustration of the effects observed, Figure 6.4 displays changes in the efficiency 
with B for each DMU from each group, namdy: 
DMU 12 for the RE group 
Dl\1U 2 for the RE-NRE group 
DMU 7 for the NRE group 
D::\lU 10 for the RI group 
mvIU 4 for the NRI group 
From the graph, we note the following: 
DJ\IUs 7 and L1 drop quickly and substantially. D~IU 10 though inefficient doesn't. 
lose much of its efficiency. DMU 2 remains efficient till near the end then drops 
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6.2.2.2 Method 2 
Table 6.8 gives the efficiencies for each D1IU for various values of B. 
The following classifications are then suggested: 
Dl\IUs 11 and 12 clearly belongs to the RE group as their efficiency scores 
remain unchanged till the end. 
Di\IUs 1, 2, 6, 7, 9 ancl13 belong to the NRE group as their efficiency scores 
start to drop in some cases quite rapidly while B is relatively large. 
Dl\IUs 3. 5 and lO belong to the RI group as their efficiency scores though 
less than 1 don't drop quickly. DMUs 3, 5 and lO don't lose much of their 
efficiencies as demonstrated by the fact that the standard deviations of their 
efficiency scores are relatively low. 
Dl\IUs 4 and 8 belong to the NRI group as their efficiency scores start to drop 
quite rapidly while B is relatively large. 
As illustration of the effects observed, Figure 6.5 displays changes in the efficiency 
with B for each DMU from each group, namely: 
D::-'IU 12 and 11 for the RE group 
Di\IU 2 for the 0fRE group 
D::-'1U lO for the RI group 
D:\m 4 for the NRI group 
From the graph, we note the following: 
D:\IUs 2 and 4 drop quickly and substantially. DMU 2 experience such a severe 
loss of efficiency that it ends up almost at the same level with Dl\IU 4. HMU lO 
though inefficient doesn't lose much of its efficiency. Dl\IUs 11 and 12 keep its 
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6.2.2.3 Method 3 
Table 6.9 the efficiencies for each Dl\IU for various values of B. 
The following classifications are suggesterl: 
DMUs 7, 11 and 12 clearly belongs to the RE group as their efficiency scores 
remain unchanged till the end. 
Dl\:IUs 1, 2, 6, 9 and 13 belong to the NRE group as their efficiency scores 
start to drop in some cases quite rapidly while B is relatively large. 
DMUs 3 and 5 belong to the III group as their efficiency scores though less 
than 1 don't drop quickly. Dl\n;s 3 and 5 don't lose much of their efficiencies 
as demonstrated by the fact that the standard deviations of their efficiency 
scores are relatively low. 
Dl\lCs 4, 8 and 10 belong to the NRI group as their efficiency scores start to 
drop quite rapidly while B is relatively large. 
As illustration of the effects observed, Figure 6.6 displays changes in the efficiency 
with B for each DMU from each group, namely: 
Dl\:IU 7 and 11 for the RE group 
D.\IU 2 for the NRE group 
Df-.IU 3 for the RI group 
DMU 4 for the NRI group 
From the graph, we note the following: 
Df-.IUs 2 and 4 drop quickly and substantially. Df-.IU 2 experience such a severe 
loss of efficiency that it ends up just a bit above DMU 4. Dl\IU 3 though inefficient 
doesn't lose much of its efficiency. DMUs 7 and 11 keep their efficiency all the way 
through. 
6.2.2.4 Method 4 
Cross-efficiencies for each Df..'IU are reported in the rows of Table 6.10 (i.e the ef-
ficiency of DMU j as assessed by the weights for D:\IUk is given in row j, column 
Table 6.11 for each Dl\c'IU the self-evaluation, the average cross-efficiency, the 
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The follmving classifications are suggested: 
D:\IUs 7, 11 and 12 belong to the HAE group as they form a cluster whose 
cross-efficiencies are higher than those of the rest of efficient D:\IUs 
evaluation). \Ve note however that Dl\IU 11 is far ahead of the rest of D;\IUs 
in its group. 
Dl\IUs 1, 2, 6, 9 and 13 belong to the LAE group as their cross-efficiencies 
are low and there is a wide gap between them and the previous group. 
No Dl\IU belongs to the HAL group as there is no inefficient D:\IU (self-
evaluation) with high cross-efficiency. 
Dl\IUs :3, 4, 5, 8 and 10 belong to the LAI group as their cross-efficiencies are 
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6.2.2.5 Summarized results for data set 2 
Table 6.12 displays each D}'lU \vith the group to which it belongs for each 
ence: 
The following observations may be made: 
}.Iethods 1 and 2 agree on most DJ\!Us except for D:\IU 3 which is regarded by 
method 1 as non-robust in terms of its efficiency while method 2 considers it to be 
robust. :Method 3 agree with method 2 concerning DJ\IU 3: it is a HE D:\IU. We 
note also that method 1 is dubious whether D}\.IUs 2 and 11 belong to the robust 
or non-robust groups. 
Method 3 agree with methods 1 and 2 in general but they disagree only concerning 
D\IUs7 and 10 which method 3 regard respectively as robustly efficient and non-
robustly inefIicient \vhile method 1 and 2 regard them respectively as non-robustly 
efficient and robustly inefficient. 
Methods 4 and 3 agree concerning D:\IU 7 which they consider to be a DMU wit.h 
a robustly efficiency standing while met.hod 1 and 2 view it as a D:\IU with a non-
robust efficiency standing. Also, methods 4 consider D""lU 9 to be an inefficient 
D:\IU while the rest of the methods consider it to be inefficient. 
Following the observations above, we can say all the methods differ sightly and 
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6.2.3 Data set 3 
6.2.3.1 Method 1 
Table 6.13 gives the efficiencies for each D:\IlJ for various values of B. The second 
last column contains the standard deviation on the efficiency scores for each DMU 
and the last column contains the ranks of the standard deviations. The DMU with 
the smallest standard deviation ranks first among all the Dl\IlJs. 
The following classifications are suggested: 
D~IUs 3 and 4 clearly belongs to the RE group as their efficiency scores 
remain unchanged till the end. 
Dl\IlJ 6 is more borderline because it loses little of its efficiency score although 
a change in its efficiency score appears already at B 2 
Dl\llJs 1, 2, 5, 7, 10 and 13 belong to the NRE group as their efficiency scores 
start to drop quite rapidly while B is still 
Dl\IU 8 belongs to the RI group as its effieiency score though less than ] 
doesn't drop quickly. 
Dl\IUs 12 and 14 are more borderline because they don't lose much of their 
efficiency scores as demonstrated by the fact that the standard deviations of 
their efficiency scores is relatively low. 
D.MUs 9, 11 and 15 belong to the NRI group as their efficiency scores start 
to drop quite rapidly while B is relatively large. 
As illustration of the effects observed, Figure 6.7 displays changes in the efficiency 
with B for each Dl\'IU from each group, namely: 
Dl\IU 3 for the RE group 
Dl\fU 6 for the RE-NRE group 
D:\IU 7 for the XRE group 
D:\JU 8 for the RI group 
Dl\IU 14 for the RI-NRI group 
D:\IU 11 for the NRI group 
From the graph, we note the following: 
Dl\IUs 3 keeps its efficiency all the way through. D:\IU 8 is slightly belmv Dl\IU 3. 
D:\IUs 6 and 14 fall quite and end up with a high efficiency score. DMU 7 
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6.2.3.2 Method 2 
the efficiencies for each DI\IU for variolls values of B. 
The following classifications arc suggested: 
DMUs 3 and 4 clearly belongs to the RE group as their efficiency scores 
remain unchanged till the end. 
DT\IU 1 is more borderline as its efficiency start only for B 2 
DMUs 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 10 and Vi belong to the NRE group as their efficiency 
scores start to drop quite rapidly while B is still large. 
DMU 8 belongs to the RI group as its efficiency score though less than 1 
doesn't drop quickly. 
Dl'vIUs 12 and 14 are more borderline because they don't lose much of their 
efficiency scores as demonstrated by the fact that the standard deviations of 
their efficiency scores is relatively low. 
DMUs 9, 11 and 15 belong to the NRI group as their efficiency scores start 
to drop quite rapidly while B is relatively large. 
As illustration of the effects observed, Figure 6.8 displays changes in the efficiency 
with B for each DMU from each group, namely: 
DMU 3 for the RE group 
- DMU 1 for the RE-NRE group 
D~IU 7 for the NRE group 
Dl\IU 8 for the RI group 
DMU 14 for the RI-NRI group 
D'\lU 11 for the NRI group 
From the graph, we note the following: 
The efficiencies of OM Us 3 and 8 drop slightly near the end. D.\IU 14 fall quite 
slowly and end up with a high efficiency score. Dl\IU 1 is slightly below DMU 14. 
The efficiencies of DMUs 7 and 11 fall quickly and substantially. 
6.2.3.3 Method 3 
Table 6.15 the efficiencies for each Dl\IU for various values of B. 
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DilIUs 3 and 4 clearly belongs to the RE group as their efficiency scores 
remain unchanged above 1.3 
D~IU 8, 12 and 14 are more borderline as they lose their efficiency minimally 
though they start losing it quite early OIL 
D;"IUs 1, 2, 0, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 13 belong to the NRE group as their efficiency 
scores start to drop quite rapidly while B is still large. 
No D:r-.IU belongs to the RI group because all inefficient D;"IUs lose quickly 
their efficiency. 
D:"IUs 11 and 15 belong to the NRI group as their efficiency scores start to 
drop quite rapidly while B is relatively large. 
As illustration of the effects observed, Figure 6.9 displays changes in the efficiency 
with B for each DMU from each group, namely: 
DJ\IU 4 for the RE group 
D:-'IU 8 for the RE-~NRE group 
D;"IU 10 for the NRE group 
DilIU 11 for the NRI group 
From the graph, we note the following: 
DilIU 4 efficiency remains unchanged. D:r-.IU 8 efficiency drops slightly near then 
end. The efficiencies of DMUs 10 and 11 fall quickly and substantially. 
6.2.3.4 Method 4 
Cross-efficiencies for each DMU are reported in the rows of Table 6.16 (i.e the ef-
ficiency of D:r-.IU j as assessed by the weights for DJ\IUk is given in row j, column k) 
Table 6.17 gives for each DMU the self-evaluation, the average cross-efficiency, the 
rank based on the average cross-efficiency and the maverick indicator: 
The following classifications are suggested: 
DilIUs 3 and 4 belong to the RAE group as they form a cluster whose cross-
efficiencies are higher than those of the rest of efficient Dl'dUs (self-evaluation). 
DJ\IU 1 is more borderline since its cross-efficiency is somewhat lower than 
the those of the previous group. 
D:'IUs 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 and 10 belong to the LAE group as their cross-efficiencies 
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D.\IU 8 belongs to the HAl group as as they form a cluster whose cross-
efficiencies are higher than those of the rest of efficient D.\lUs (self-evaluation). 
D.\IUs 12 and 14 are more borderline since their cross-efficiencies are some-
what lower than those of the previous group. 
D.\IUs 9, 11, 15 and 13 belong to the LAI group as their cross-efficiencies are 
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6.2.3.5 Summarized results for Data Set 3 
Table 6.18 displays each DMlJ with the group to which it belong::; for each expe'ri-
('nee: 
The following obse'rvations may be made: 
With methods I, 2 and 4, some D:\IUs (D:\lUs 8, 9, 12 and 14) lose their effi-
ciency standing in the' standard DEA i.e they become inefficient though they were 
assessed as efficient by the standard DEA. ?\lethod 3 OIl, his part, still assess them 
as efficient D~IUs just as with the standard DEA. 
:'Iethod 4 differ from the rest of the rnethods concerning D::\IU 1:3 which it &'3sesses 
to be inefficient while the other methods consider it to be efficiE'nt. 
DMUs 12 and 14 turn out to be more borderline in all the methods. 
Following the observations above, we can say all the methods differ sightly and 
therefore they give in general similar results. 
6.3 General Conclusion from numerical studies 
The aim of the analysis in this chapter wa.,> to obtain: 
Partial ordering of Dl\HJs: we should be able to distinguish between the better 
performing and the worst performing Dl\IUs. 
Assessment of robustness for each Dl\IU. 
\Ve noticed that in general there were only slight differences in the results given by 
the various methods and that they all agree to a large extent. Differences which 
exist arise because they look at the problems from different. perspectives. 
~lethods L 2 and 3 are directly interested in the robustness analysis while method 
4 looks at the rating of a DMU by other Dl\IUs. :\Iethod 4 airns at a consensus 
between the D::\fUs while methods 1, 2 and 3 looks at characteristics which are 
intrinsic to each Dl\IU. Although the first three methods are all concerned with 
robustness analysis, there is a different rationale behind each method. l\lethod 1 
restricts the range of the ratios of weights while method 2 limits the ratios of the 
\'1rtnal weights. ?\Iethocl;3 ensures that each Dl\IU is not be too different from 
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on which D;\Ius should be allocated to the first group ( RE-HAE) because the 
robustly efficient DMUs are also likely to be highly appraised most other Dl\lUs. 
\Ve have noticed that from a computational &'3pect, method 1 is simpler than meth-
ods 2 and 3. One can use the DEA solver LV (Cooper et aL, 2000) for method 1 
and find solutions for complex problems in a matter of a few minutes. Since all 
three methods yield essentially the same classification of DMUs, it makes sense to 
use the simplest version of the three methods which is method 1. 
.:'>.fethod 4 is not directly concerned with the robustness analysis of Dl\IUs and 
deals with the cross-efficiencies of DMUs. ;\Iethod 4 distances itself from the other 
3 methods because it is primarily interested in the appraisal of a Dl\lu by other 
D:\IUs (peer evaluation). From the results, there seems to be in general more 
borderline D;\IUs with method 4 than with the rest of the methods. Differences 
between method 4 and the other methods can arise in two ways: 
Some DMus are highly appraised by method 4 while lowly appraised by the 
other methods. This is the case with DMUs 4 and 7 in data set 2. 
Some DMUs are lowly appraised by method 4 while highly appraised by the 
other methods. This is the case with DMu 6 in data set. 1 and DivIUs 3, ,5 
and 10 in data set 2. 
Overall, therefore, it is proposed that the user routinely apply both methods 1 and 
4 in analysis of DMUs. 
In using method 1, it is proposed that the following summaries of results be used: 
Individual trace plots for every DMU, displaying the pattern of the efficiency 
of DMUs: The non-robust DMUs are those whose efficiency is shown to fall 
drastically, on t.he graph, as the bounds are systematically decreased. 
Classification of DMUs to specific performance groups according to the rule: 
Non-robust DMU if efficiency drops by ,5 % while B > 2 
Robust DMU if efficiency drops by more or less 7 % even when B = 1.5 
Results of method 4 should be summarized by: 
The Cross-efficiency table. 
A summary table which gives for each D:\IU the self-evaluation, the aver-
age cross-efficiency, the rank b&<;ed on the average cross-efficiency and the 
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B 
DMUs 100 10 5 2 1.7 1.5 1.3 1.1 
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.99G 0.933 0.885 0.832 0.773 
2 0.881 0.774 0.712 0.614 0.579 0.551 0.520 0,48:3 
3 1.000 1.000 0.859 0.634 0.5!)1 0.560 0.527 0.489 
4 1.000 1.000 0.899 0.738 0.697 0.665 0.630 0.590 
5 1.000 0.833 0.666 0.500 0.479 0.464 0.448 0.423 
6 0.7:36 0.703 0.674 0.595 0.574 0.5!)G O.5:{6 0.511 
71 
i 
l.OOO 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
8 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.828 0.774 o.na 0.688 0.639 
9 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.95 0.887 0.820 0.749 
10 0.885 0.874 0.862 0.782 0.752 0.731 0.706 0.677 
11 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.922 0.876 0.840 0.798 0.750 
12 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.991 
13 0.87:3 0.784 0.712 0.606 0.567 0.536 0.50:3 0.465 
14 1.000 0.954 0.867 0.711 0.682 0.G59 0.63:3 0.604 
15 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.974 0.927 











Figure 6.1: Graph of Data Set 1 l\Iethocl 1 
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B 
DMUs 100 10 5 2 1.7 1.5 1.3 
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.640 0.544 0.485 0.428 
2 0.886 0.779 0.684 0.466 0.415 0.369 0.313 
3 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.9.58 0.877 0.793 
4 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.890 0.737 0.637 0.547 
5 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.829 0.750 0.693 0.636 
6 0.738 0.711 0.680 0.580 0.554 0.532 0.505 
7 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
8 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.718 0.592 0.498 0.409 
9 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.765 0.630 0.548 0.472 
10 0.886 0.876 0.865 0.813 0.750 0.707 0.665 
11 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.831 0.734 0.650 0.568 
12 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
13 0.882 0.854 0.818 0.609 0.507 0.446 0.388 
14 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.883 0.833 0.786 0.730 
15 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
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B 
I DMUs 100 10 5 2 1.7 1.5 1.3 1.1 St. Dev. Ranks 
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.817 0.743 0.657 0.577 0.167 11 
2 0.892 0.829 0.765 0.606 0.556 0.513 0.456 0.386 15 
3 LOOO LOOO LOOO 1.000 0.94:3 0.876 0.807 0.728 
4 LOOO LOOO LOaD 1.000 1.000 LOaD 0.86,") 0.723 
5 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.854 0.785 0.712 0.629 0.536 
6 0.740 0.727 0.712 0.664 0.648 0.63:3 0.615 0.592 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
1.000 1.000 LOOO 1.000 0.865 0.768 0.661 0.535 0.182 14 
9 1.000 LOOO LOOO 1.000 0.886 0.776 0.65a 0.5/16 0.180 
10 0.885 0.87a 0.859 0.821 0.810 0.783 0.735 0.674 
11 1.000 1.000 l.000 1.000 0.98a 0.922 0.821 0.708 
12 LOOO 1.000 LOOO l.000 l.000 0.988 0.917 0.833 
13 0.88a 0.865 0.846 0.766 0.7:38 0.697 0.612 0.523 
14 1.000 1.000 LOOO 0.824 0.766 0.720 0.66a 0.596 
15 1.000 1.000 LOOO LOOO LOOO 1.000 1.000 0.9.50 















DMUs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 1.000 OAG4 ' 0.505 0.558 0.22;3 0.121 !J.G57 0.676 
2 n.70S 0.794 (U78 0.54;{ 0.20G 0.395 1.000 O.G26 
3 n.522 0.288 LOOO 0.222 0.365 0.332 0.316 0.172 
4 0.667 0.351 0.l80 1.000 0.~3;32 (U42 0.617 0.684 
... 
5 0.449 0.270 0.;{28 0.676 1.000 0.474 0.767 0.:317 
6 0.929 0.195 OSlO 0.778 0.61G 0.700 1.000 0.873 
7 O.21G 0.243 0.273 0.222 0.247 0.23:l 1.000 0.158 
8 0.355 0.144 0.109 0.252 0.075 0.215 0.434 LOOO 
9 0.725 0.345 0.598 0.:i4G 0.157 0.254 i 0.360 0.338 
10 0.G74 0.:308 O.26:i 0.650 0.338 0.149 LOOO 1.000 
11 0.708 0.333 0.2n 0.672 , 0.216 , 0.:19:3 0.750 1.000 
12 0.:318 0.160 0.648 0.204 0.385 0.254 0.534 0.123 
13 1.000 0.570 0.5~l2 1.000 0.857 0.690 0.92] 0.727 
14 0.182 0.075 0.214 0.184 0.294 0.293 0.937 O.:la5 
.,'" 
15 0.37!J 0.475 0.335 0.279 0,226 0.:316 0.672 ! 0.276 




9 10 11 12 
l.OOO 0.610 0.778 0.5Ll 
1.000 OJill 0.G70 0.555 
0.521 0.177 0.242 0.654 
n.642 0.648 0.9:31 n.343 
0.:322 0.450 0.537 1.000 
0.678 0.758 1.000 1.000 
0.297 0.376 0.245 0.876 
0.2:H 0.475 0.5'17 0.200 
1.000 0.329 OA:H 0.333 
0.514 0.878 1.000 O.Hl 
0.562 0.775 1.000 0.402 
0.384 0.277 0.224 1.000 
0.86~1 0.706 0,997 1.000 
0.111 0.543 0.:\32 0.967 
0.'126 0.289 0.:315 0.575 
0.539 0.502 0.589 0.654 
for Data Set 1 
13 14 
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Ekk ej Ranks Mk 
DJ\;lUl 1.000 0.559 5 0.788 
DMU2 0.794 0.828 15 
....... :~ 
1.459 
DMU3 1.000 0.:363 11 1.754 
DMU4 1.000 0.470 9 
.......• ~
1.126 
DMU5 1.000 0.324 14 2.086 
DMU6 0.700 0.362 12 0.9:31 
DMU7 1.000 0.712 1 0.405 
DMU8 1.000 0.522 7 0.916 
Dl\1U9 1.000 0.539 6 0.854 
DMUIO 0.878 0 .. 502 8 0.749 
DMUll 1.000 0.589 4 0.697 • 
DMU12 1.000 0.654 2 I 0.529 I 
DMU13 0.829 0.352 13 1.356 I 
I DMU14 1.000 0.422 111.368 I 
I DMU15 1.000 0.619 0.616 
Table 6.5: Summarized results from Method 4 for Data Set 1 
Data Set 1 I Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 
DMUI NRE NRE NRE RAE -LAE 
DMU2 • NRl NRl NRI LAI 
DMU3 NRE RE-~RE RE ·······KRE LAE 
DMU4 KRE )IRE RE LAE 
DMU5 NRE NRE NRE LAE 
DMU6 RI RI RI LAl 
DMU7 RE RE RE I RAB 
DMU8 NRE NRE NRE HAE-LAB 
DMU9 RE--NRE NRE NRE HAE-LAB 
DMUIO RI RI Rl HAl-LAl 
DMUll NRE NRB NRB HAE-LAE i 
DMU12 RE RE RE RAE 
DMU13 NRI NRl NRI LAl 
DMU14 NRE NRE NRE LAE 
DMU15 RE RE RE RAE 
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B 
DMUs 100 10 5 2 1.7 1.5 1.3 1 St. Dev. Ranks 
1 1.000 0.908 0.837 0.740 0.668 0.615 0.559 0.498 0.176 12 
2 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.981 0.900 0.815 0.721 0.107 4 
3 0.568 0.503 0.482 0.422 0.369 0.332 0.295 0.257 0.109 5 
4 0.832 0.818 0.806 0.743 0.647 0.578 0.505 0.429 0.154 8 
5 0.530 0.507 0.485 0.407 0.368 0.340 0.310 0.277 0.095 3 
6 1.000 0.873 0.808 0.623 0.576 0.543 0.507 0.468 0.194 13 
7 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.928 0.820 0.744 0.666 0.585 0.165 10 
8 0.629 0.605 0.583 0.457 0.405 0.368 0.329 0.286 0.133 6 
9 1.000 0.914 0.850 0.681 0.653 0.632 0.611 0.588 0.157 9 
10 0.582 0.535 0.517 0.464 0.443 0.426 0.408 0.387 0.068 2 
11 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.922 0.821 0.720 0.619 0.149 7 
12 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 1 
13 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.968 0.845 0.756 0.663 0.564 0.172 11 





























100 10 5 2 1.7 1.5 1.3 
1.000 1.000 1.000 0.944 0.908 0.876 0.R39 
1.000 1.000 1.000 0.410 0.333 0.284 0.238 
0.581 0.565 0.548 0.489 0.454 0.429 0.401 
0.828 0.769 0.631 0.316 0.243 0.198 0.157 
0.533 0.521 0.507 0.454 0.428 0.397 0.352 
1.000 1.000 0.954 0.657 0.580 0.331 0.478 
1.000 1.000 1.000 0.945 0.874 0.820 0.755 
0.628 0.577 0.489 0.302 0.250 0.208 0.169 
1.000 1.000 0.966 0.753 0.693 0.655 0.618 
0.588 0.574 0.558 0.502 0.488 0.476 0.462 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
1.000 1.000 0.990 0.545 0.428 0.348 0.275 
Table 6.8: Results of Data Set 2 Method 2 
Experiment2 
D.9t-----...-.-,f---------------I 
D .• t----+--.-:-=~---=====-i 
D.7 
D.6 
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B 
DMUs 100 10 5 2 1.7 1.5 1.3 1.1 St. Dev. Ranks 
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.900 0.843 0.797 0.748 0.699 0.121 9 
2 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.553 0.474 0.420 0.366 0.310 0.306 13 
3 0.582 0.572 0.561 0.529 0.515 0.505 0.494 0.480 0.038 4 
4 0.830 0.805 0.768 0.493 0.390 0.326 0.264 0.206 0.256 11 
5 0.533 0.524 0.514 0.484 0.470 0.457 0.441 0.422 0.041 5 
6 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.911 0.877 0.850 0.819 0.779 0.088 8 
7 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.998 0.001 2 
8 0.630 0.609 0.575 0.450 0.409 0.349 0.289 0.231 0.151 10 
9 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.948 0.926 0.906 0.883 0.852 0.058 6 
10 0.588 0.577 0.548 0.496 0.486 0.478 0.427 0 .371 0.074 7 
11 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 1 
12 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.908 0.032 3 
13 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.739 0.654 0.546 0.443 0.345 0.264 12 
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i 4 O.G51 0.8;)7 
5 O. (;10 1.000 
6 0.335 0.765 
7 0.408 0.269 
8 0.654 0.712 
----- --=--~~: 
9 0.553 0.931 
r----- 10 0.997 0.158 
11 O.11G 0.011 
12 0.056 0.192 
!------- 13 0.653 0.567 
i~~ 
0.511 0.475 ek 
,----~~ 
3 4 [-5 ~~~~6 7 
-----------1 "--------------
8 9 10 
r--6.444 
------
0.1:35 0.277 0.431 i 0.728 0.13:3 0.327 0.488 
0.1(j5 
---------
0.02~) 0.075 0.025 0.085 0.038 0.206 0.0:35 
0.539 0.S4G 0.381 0.552 1.000 0.;,72 0.46:3 0.506 
0.477 0.820 0.449 0.642 1.000 0.501 0.586 0.:348 
0.471 0.7D7 0.492 0.758 1.000 0.481 0.778 0.488 
0.27:1 0.388 0.159 1.000 ~ 0.947 0.:372 0.9:39 0.166 
0.325 0.44G 0.166 0.485 1.000 0.394 0.317 0.165 
0.467 0.777 0.463 ! 0.599 1.000 0.606 0.747 0.420 
0.39:3 0.625 0.318 0.684 1.000 0.543 0.m5 0.;343 
0.462 0.314 0.339 0.523 0.846 0.224 0.419 0.562 
0.102 0.110 0.02G 0.025 , 0.1.51 OJ)63 0.014 0.017 
-------
0.02() i 0.025 0.025 0.272 ' 0.095 0.025 OA06 0.061 
0.269 0.680 0.227 0.163 0.487 0.248 0.166 0.221 
0.311 0.410 0.238 OA37 0.695 0.283 0.014 0.018 
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Ekk ej • Ranks 
DMUI 1.000 0.511 
--
DMU2 1.000 0.475 • 
DMU3 0.5:39 • 0.311 
DMU4 0.820 0.410 
DMU5 0.492 0.2:38 • l:j 1.067 
DMU6 1.000 0.437 8 1.290 
DMU7 1.000 3 0.439 ! 
DMU8 O. 11 1.142 
DMU9 7 7 1.045 
DMUlO 12 1.069 • 
DMUll 0.794 1 0.259 • 
DMU12 1.000 0.700 2 0.430 
DMU13 1.000 0.529 4 0.892 • 
Table 6.11: Summarized results from l\Iethod 4 for Data Set 2 
Data Set 2 Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 • Method 4 
DMUI i\RE NIlE NRE LAE 
DMU2 RE-NRE NRE NRE LAE 
DMU3 NRI RI Rl LAl 
DMU4 NRI NRI NRI HAl 
DMU5 RI RI RI LAl 
DMU6 NRE ::"JRE NRE LAE 
DMU7 NRE NRE RE. HAE 
DMU8 NRl NRl NRl LAl 
DMU9 NRE NRE NRE. LAl 
DMUlO RI RI ::"JHI ! LAl 
DMUll RE-NRE HE RE • HAE 
DMU12 RE RE RE RAE 
DMU13 NRE :'-JRE NRE. LAE 
'--------. .. .. _. 
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B 
DMUs 100 10 5 2 1.7 1.5 1.3 1.1 
1 1.000 0.992 0.930 0.820 0.799 0.783 0.765 0.745 
2 1.000 0.994 0.953 0.849 0.827 0.809 0.789 0.765 
3 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
4 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
5 1.000 0.990 0.921 0.804 0.780 0.761 0.739 0.713 
6 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.950 0.930 0.914 0.897 0.877 
7 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.708 0.662 0.629 0.593 0.555 
8 0.999 0.988 0.978 0.955 0.949 0.944 0.939 0.932 
9 0.999 0.965 0.918 0.806 0.783 0.766 0.745 0.722 
10 1.000 1.000 0.931 0.692 0.656 0.630 0.602 0.571 
11 0.986 0.877 0.792 0.645 0.618 0.598 0.576 0.551 
12 0.999 0.986 0.958 0.904 0.892 0.884 0.874 0.862 
13 1.000 0.965 0.895 0.745 0.714 0.689 0.660 0.627 
14 0.999 0.986 0.958 0.904 0.892 0.884 0.874 0.862 
15 0.886 0.857 0.798 0.699 0.681 0.667 0.652 0.635 





















































































CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
I 
B 
10 5 2 1.7 1.5 1.3 1.1 
1.000 1.000 0.910 0.885 0.864 0.838 0.805 
1.000 0.999 0.907 0.882 0.837 0.786 0.738 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.967 0.923 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
1.000 0.988 0.868 0.837 0.812 0.773 0.726 
1.000 1.000 0.977 0.899 0.837 0.780 0.725 
1.000 1.000 0.715 0.611 0.543 0.485 0.436 
0.994 0.989 0.972 0.967 0.962 0.956 0.948 
0.995 0.982 0.879 0.850 0.806 0.754 0.702 
1.000 1.000 0.784 0.675 0.605 0.544 0.488 
0.930 0.869 0.712 0.667 0.632 0.594 0.551 
0.995 0.989 0.961 0.950 0.940 0.926 0.894 
0.983 0.916 0.739 0.698 0.655 0.605 0.553 
0.995 0.989 0.961 0.950 0.940 0.926 0.894 
0.884 0.875 0.788 0.763 0.742 0.718 0.689 
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Figure 6.8: Graph of Data Set 3 Method 2 











































10 5 2 1.7 1.5 1.3 
LOOO LOOO 0.961 0.942 0.927 0.907 
LOOO 1.000 0.957 0.939 0.924 0.R78 
LOOO LOOO LOOO LOOO LOOO 0.984 
LOOO 1.000 1.000 1.000 LOOO 1.000 
LOOO LOOO 0.932 0.909 0.889 0.865 
1.000 1.000 0.999 0.952 0.897 0.807 
LOOO 1.000 0.798 0.710 0.623 0.547 
0.997 0.994 0.985 0.982 0.980 0.977 
0.996 0.991 0.931 0.911 0.893 0.848 
LOOO 1.000 0.768 0.680 0.602 0.529 
0.949 0.901 0.757 0.723 0.695 0.663 
0.997 0.994 0.985 0.978 0.972 0.965 
0.991 0.968 0.831 0.797 0.769 0.727 
0.997 0.994 0.985 0.978 0.972 0.965 
0.884 0.882 0.835 0.818 0.803 0.785 
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~
~~.... i Ekk i ek ····Ranks ·l\1k-l 
DlV[Ul 11.06~~844m 71 0.185' 
DMU2 i 1.000 i 0.827 8 . 0.209l 
• DMU3· 1.000 . O.~~5! -- 21 Oil7!.,.J
d
-
i DMU4 1.000 0.9a8. 1 0.044 
f--....... . .... _. .... ...... .'-'~' 
i D:MU5 1.000' 0.816 9 . 0.225 i 
jUJ\TlJtf 1.000 0.864 6 o.ES] 
i 0.258 : 
Table 6.17: Summarized results from Method 4 for Data Set 3 
-ce..... .-
Data Set 3 . Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 . 
DMUl ! NRE RE--:'{RE NRE i LAE 
DJ\lIU2 NRE NRE NRE LAE I 
DMU3 . RE RE RE HAE i 
DMU4 RE i RE RE HAE 
DMU5 NRE NRE NRE LAE 
DMU6 RE~mNRE NRE NRE HAE-LAE i 
DMU7 NRE i NRE i NRE LAE 
DMU8 Rl Rl RE-NRE HAl 
DMU9 NIU NRl NRE LAl i 
DMUIO NRE ! NRE. NRE LAE I 
F~~~~~ NRl NRl t NRl LAI i Rl-NRI Rl~NRl RE -NRE HAI~LAI • 
DMU13 NRE i NRE i NRE LAI . 
RWU14 
.... ..... ~ .... 
RI--··NRI ~I-NRI I REm-NRE HAl-LAl i 
~_JJMU15 I NRI NRl LA1 i NRI ..... ~ ... --.... 




















Chapter 7 ___ ------1 
Final Conclusions 
The efficiency score in DEA is an expression of the performance of a D~IU and it is a 
function of the input and output weights. A change in the weights leads to a different 
efficiency score. The scope of changes in an efficiency score of a D~IU as a result of 
weight changes reveals the efficiency robustness of this D~IU. 
DEA can yield an efficiency score that is the result of an extreme choice of weights in-
tended only to maximize its efficiency score and not representing the real performance of 
the D:\IU in question. In this sense if care is not taken, the resulting efficiency measure 
can be misleading. 
\Veight restriction approaches aim to solve the problellls caused by unconstrained and 
total weight flexibility. However, explicit weight bounds lllay not be available because 
price or preference information may be unobtainable (Sexton et aL 1986), which is why 
many techniques of weight restrictions have been developed. Problems with these tech-
niques include their often subjective nature, absence of feasible solutions, especially for 
absolute weight restrictions. 
In place of explicit bounds on weights, we have proposed a structured robustness analysis 
in order to investigate the effects of weights changes on the efficiency. This also provides 
a test of the strength of a DMU's efficiency standing. In this analysis, the permissible 
weight ranges (or the weight space) for each factor is systematically and progressively 
tightened until the weight changes affect the efficiency of the D:\lU. D~IUs whose effi-
dency remains the same or changes only marginally are considered robustly efficient. 
Our robustlll'SS analysis includes ,1 methods designed to test the robustness of the effi-
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a single efficiency score for DMUO but rather to evaluate the standard DEA measure, 
in order to determine whether the D~IU's efficiency standing is robust. \Ve should not 
expect that a single efficiency measure is sufficient to display the full extent of a DMU's 
situation. \Ve gain more insight through a robustness analysis which generates a range 
of efficiency seores. In this wayan inefficient D.:\IU may have a more robust efficieney 
standing than an efficient DMU. 
\Ve briefly review each method and it's practical meaning. Thereafter, \ve discuss the 
results and look at the insights from the literature review. Finally, further areas of 
investigation are suggested. 
7.1 Methods of robustness analysis 
7.1.1 Objectives of the methods used 
The following methods were used in the robustness analysis: 
• .:\Iethod 1: Systematic changes to assurance regions 
• .:\lethod 2: Systematic changes to virtual factor restrictions 
• ':\lethod 3: Systematic restrictions of virtual factors to values not too different from 
the population averages 
• .:\Iethod ,1: Cross-effieiency 
1. Systematic changes to assurance regions: 
The weight. ratios express t.rade-offs between inputs or outputs which reflect the 
operating conditions prevailing at a D:\:fU. The ability t.o make trade-offs is es-
sential for economic purposes such as resources alloc~dtion, maximization of profit, 
etc. The ratio of input or output weights is called the input or output mix. 
In this approach, we monitor how changes in operating conditions modifies the 
efficiency. The DMUs that are indifferent. to this change have a robust efficiency 
standing. In other words, robustly efficient D.:\IUs can function efficiently under 
diverse operating conditions. 
2. Systematic changes to virtual weights restrictions: 
The virtual input i (output r) is the product of input i (output r) weight alld the 
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(outputs). The ratio of virtual input i (output r) to the total virtual input (output) 
conveys the importance of input i (output r). This approach plnces bounds all 
these ratios. A change in virtual weights represents a change of values or policies 
in the DMU. \Ve seek to find how a change in such values or policies in the DI\IU 
can affect the DMU's efficiency. D!\HJs that are more or less insensitive to those 
changes are believed to have a robust efficiency standing. 
:3. Systematic restrictions of virtual factors to values not too different from the pop-
ulation averages: 
This appronch is similar to that of method 2, but restrictions are expressed in terms 
of deviations of the ratios from the population averages or norm. Again here the 
DMUs whose efficiency survive the changes in values or policies are considered 
robustly efficient. 
4. Cross-Efficiency: 
This approach is based on a concept of peer-appraisal, in which each DMU is 
assessed relative to other DMUs i.e its efficiency score is calculated from other 
D!\IUs' weights (Green and Doyle, 1994). 
7.1.2 Pattern of efficiency 
For the first three methods, the different patterns of a D?\IU's efficiencies when faced 
with weight changes categorised into the following quadrants: 
• Robustly efficient Dl\IG (RE): An initially efficient DJ\IU whose efficiency score 
decreases Ulinimally when the feasible weights interval is systematically reduced. 
• Non-robustly efficient DMUs (NRE): An initially efficient D.\IU whose efficiency 
score decreases substantially when the feasible weights interval is systematically 
reduccd. 
• Inefficient Dj\IUs with a robust efficicncy standing (RI): An initially inefficient 
Dl\IU whose efficiency score decreases minimally whell all feasible weight intervals 
are systematically reduced. 
• Inefficient DJ\fUs with a non-robust efficiency standing (NRI): An initially ineffi-
cient D!\IU whose efficiency score decreases substantially when all feasible weight 
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In case of the cross-efficiency analyses, D~IlJs may be categorized into the following four 
groups: 
• Efficient DMU, highly appraised (RAE): An efficient Dl-.:lU (self-evaluation) that 
has a high cross-efficiency. 
• Efficient DJ\IU, lowly appraised (LAE): An efficient Dl-.IU (self-evaluation) that 
h&'3 a low cross-efficiency. 
• Inefficient D~IUs, highly appraised(HAI): An inefficient D~IU (self-evaluation) 
that h&,> a high cross-efficiency. 
• Inefficient DMUs, lowly appraised(HAI): An inefficient Dl-.IU (self-evaluation) that 
has a low cross-efficieney. 
7.1.3 Discussion of the results 
\Ve noticed that in general there were only slight differences in the results given by the 
various methods and that they agreed to a large extent. 
i\Iethods 1, 2 and 3 are directly interested in the robustness analysis while method 4 
looks at the rating of a DlVIU by other o.:\/IUs. ~Iethod 4 aims at a consensus between 
the Di\IUs while methods 1, 2 and 3 look at characteristics \\'hich are intrinsic to each 
Dl-.IU. Although the first three methods are all concerned with robustness analysis, there 
is a different rationale behind each method. Method 1 restricts the range of the ratios 
of weights while method 2 limits the ratios of the virtual weights. l\Iethod 3 ensures 
that each Dl-.IU is not too different, from an "average Dl\IU". In all three case studies, 
the methods essentially agree 011 which DMUs should he allocated to the first group ( 
HE-HAE) because the robustly eflicient D:MUs are also likely to be highly appraised by 
most. other DMUs. 
We have noticed that from a computational asped, method 1 is simpler than methods 
2 and 3. One can use the DEA solver LV (Cooper et al., 2000) for method 1 and find 
solutions for complex problems in a matter of a few minutes. Since all three methods 
yield essentially the same classification of DMUs, it makes sense to use the simplest 
version of the three methods. which is method 1. 
l\Iethod 4 is not directly concerned with the robustness analysis of D~fCs and deals 
\'lith the cross-efficiencies of DMUs. l\fethocl 4 distances itself from the other 3 methods 
because it is primarily interested in the appraisal of a DMU by other DMUs (peer 
evaluation). From the results, there seem to be, in generaL more borderline D.\IUs with 
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7.2 General Weight Restriction Methods 
Our robustness analysis is based on concepts of weight. restrictions. \Veight restrictions 
followed the application of DEA into real world problems. Some D:"IUs were rated 
efficient because they put high weight values on less important factors while attaching low 
weight values to more important factors. \Veight restrictions were therefore introduced 
to avoid extreme and unrealistic weights. \Veight restriction methods operate either 
by direct modification of the Production Possibility Set or by restricting t.he ranges of 
relative valuation of inputs or outputs on the performance valuation side (Charnes et a1., 
1990). Three weight restriction methods have been employed in this study: direct weight 
restrictions, virtual weight restrictions and cross-efficiency. However, additional weight 
restriction methods exist, and many of these were presented in chapter 3. 
Some of the more interesting methods of weight restriction in the literature included the 
following: 
1. Direct Weight Restrictions 
Direct relative or absolute weight restrictions can be placed on the weight fadors, 
usually specifying a range of possible values rather than a single value. However, 
absolut.e weight restrictions are not easily determined and can lead to unfeasible 
problems. Relative weight restrictions, also called assurance regions, constrain the 
ratio of weight factors, i.e. a rate of substitution which demonstrates how a loss of 
one unit in one factor can be compensated by an increase of a number of units in 
another factor (Allen et 1997; Cooper et al., 2000). The efficiency of a DMU 
may then be optimized given the bounds on the proportional virtual inputs or 
outputs. 
2. Virtual weight restrictions 
Restrictions may also be applied to virtual weights (Sanico and Dyson, 2004). The 
ratio of a virtual input or output to the total virtual input or output reveals the rel-
ative importance attached to that input or output and they are called respectively 
proportional virtual input or output weight. In this approach, bounds will be set 
on the proportional virtual weights to limit the importance taken by a factor. The 
('fficiency of a Dl\H] will be optimized given the bounds on the proportional virtual 
inputs or outputs. 
3. Using unobserved DMUs to incorporate value judgments in DEA 
Instead of specifying weight restrictions directly, unobserved Dl\IUs may be in-
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equivalence between the a.ssurance region and the unobserved D:\IUs approaches 
has been proved by Andersen and Petersen (1903) and by Thanassoulis and Allen 
(1998). For any set of weight restrictions, there exist. a set of unobserved DMUs 
such that. the efficiency assessed within the aggregate set of observed and unob-
served Dl\IUs will be t.he same as if it was assessed within the set of observed DMUs 
alone uuder weight. restrictions (Andersen and Petersen, 1993; Thanassoulis and 
Allen, 1998). 
4. Trallsformed data 
\Ve use expert opmlOn t.o identify those D:\IUs that are functioning efficiently. 
The weights of those DMUs are used to limit the weight. space in such a way 
t.hat the Dl\IUs whose weight vectors are outside the restricted weight space are 
rated inefficient. This defines a primal problem. The corresponding dual problem 
corresponds to assessing DMUs in the basic DEA but with transformed data. The 
transformed inputs and outputs are the product of the weights of the appraised 
DMUs with respectively the observed inputs and outputs of DMUs (Charnes et aI., 
1990; Cooper et al., 2000). 
In future research, robustness analysis may be extended to others of of the above weight 
restriction met.hods. 
7.3 Sensitivity Analyses 
Our robustness analysis can be viewed as a form of sensitivity analysis. Other meth-
ods of sensitivity analyses have been reported in a number of papers which we briefly 
summarized in section 4.2. For emphasis, we will present them again in this section. 
The terms 'robustness analysis' or 'sensitivity analysis' were not explicitly mentioned in 
some papers even though they were based on this idea. 
1. Simultaneous data changes approach 
Charnes et a1. (1994) a sensitivity analysis based on simultaneous data 
changes. This approach seeks to find how data changes affect the efficiency of 
D:\lUs. The authors were concerned about the reliability of efficiency measures in 
case of data error. Efficient DMUs which remain so despite all data variations are 
called SA (Stable always). They qualify to be ext.remely efficient DMUs or SCSC 
(Strongly Complementary Slackness Condition) solution. Some initially efficient 
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inefficient D~IUs which become efficient. 
2. Envelopment approach 
In Lang et 11.1. (1995), an approach is developed which extends the efficient frontier 
in ordpr to control how the efficient frontier envelops all the D~IUs. Different envel-
opments yield different scores. Three types of envelopment methods are available: 
standard DEA, CEA (Controlled Envelopment Analysis) and CFA (Constrained 
Facet Analysis). Standard DEA makes the initial envelopment of the DMUs as-
sessed with the requirement that the Production Possibilit.y Set must be convex. 
If a D~IU is not well enveloped, inefficient Dl\IUs may be assessed as efficient. 
Standard DEA yields the upper bound on the efficiency llleasure. CEA aims to 
maximize the envelopment degree while CPA seeks to remove the slacks at each 
iteration while keeping past efficient peers. The envelopment degree is a measure 
of how well the efficient frontier covers or envelops the Dl\IUs assessed and it is 
determined mainly by close observation of the production possibility set. 
3. :\Iultiple objective linear fractional programming 
In Kornbluth (1991), multiple objective linear fractional programming (l\10LFP) 
was used in DEA for sensitivity analysis. ~lany solutions determining the efficiency 
of DMUs were found. All solutions had to comply with the corporate policies of 
the industry. The solutions differed from one another allowing for individual 
policies of firms that are not contrary to the corporate policies. Policies were in-
corporated in the solutions through weight r('strictions . .\IOLFP ensures that the 
best solution is obtained for all DMUs simultaneously. A Dl\IU is strongly efficient 
if it is efficient not only with its own policies but with other firms' policies. A 
strongly efficient Dl\HJ is efficient for many solutions. The efficiency of that Dyl U 
stands despite having been rated with different sets of weights. In other the 
efficiency of that DMU stands even when different sets of restrictions are placed 
on the weights. Different corporate policies can also be used to test the strength 
of the efficiency of D~lUs. 
4. ~lodels approach 
Another form of sensitivity analysis was conductf'd by Golany (1988). Different 
DEA models were used OIl a set of data and efficiency ran kings across the modd3 
were obtained. Dl\IUs were ranked according to their efficiency scores. A D.\IU has 
a robust efficiency standing if similar rankings are reached with different models. 
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underlying assumptions are allowed to vary under different models. 
a. ..\Ionte Carlo methods and visual displays 
A sensitivity analysis involving probabilities was also suggested by Stewart (1996). 
This is a :\Ionte Carlo approach in which uniformly distributed weights are gener-
ated randomly. The efficiency score is generated from each set of weights generated, 
leading to a probability distribution for the range of values for each D:'vIU. The 
upper bounds on the range of efficiency scores is obviously the DEA efficiency 
measure because DEA yields the maximum efficiency score for a DMU. Simple 
box and whisker plots were used in conjunction with the Monte Carlo approach 
to represent the distributions over the weights. In this case, it was assumed that 
the weights followed the uniform distribution, but other distributions could have 
been used. This method attaches a probability level with each possible efficiency 
score. In this wayan efficient solution (upper bound of 100%) may have most 
of its probability mass at a lower efficiency than another (inefficient) DMU. Such 
insights could not be obtained with the basic DEA. 
Future research might compare insights from the above methods with those from the 
four methods examined in detail in the dissertation. 
7.4 Research questions addressed 
In sectioll 4.1 a number of research questions were posed, some related to efficiency in 
DEA and ot.hers t.o methodology issues. 
7 A.1 Questions concerning efficiency 
The questions related to efficiency which received the main attention in this dissertation 
were questions [) to 7. These have been addressed directly by the numerical studies. The 
answers are discussed at lengt.h in sections 6.2 and 6.3. Although questions 1 to 4 were 
less directly addressed, the discussion of the numerical results in sections 6.2 and 6.:3 
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7.4.2 Questions concerning methodology 
Tht" questions related to methodology have all been addressed. \Ve haw been able to 
use a DidUs own weights to assess its efficiency robustness and assign the D.:\IUs to a 
number of categories which represent different patterns of efficiency. using a \vide 
range of weight ratios for each factoL we have been able to take into account various 
v,reight restrictions that could have been specified by decision makers. 
7.5 Future research 
The following represent possible areas for future research: 
7.5.1 Other approaches for robustness analysis 
The robustness analysis conducted in this study could be improved by taking into ac-
count the following issues: 
• The robustness analysis has assumed that inputs and outputs are not directly 
related. Sometimes, inputs and outputs may be related, in which case, it could be 
important to include ratios of inputs to outputs in the robustness analysis. 
• Only direct cardinal measures were used for all inputs and outputs. vVe suggest 
that the robustness analysis could be extended to make use of the indices or ordinal 
data. In many problems involving efficiency analysis using DEA, certain factors 
may only be measurable on an ordinal scale. It may be only possible to rank 
D~IUs according to an ordinal factor rather than being able to assign a specific 
numerical value to that factor. Qualitative measures are sometimes indispensable 
to an evaluation process. vVe must resist the temptation of undervaluing quality 
inputs for the purposes of computing efficiency (Sexton et aI., 1986). 
• One of the innovations of DEA is that it can handle exogenously fixed factors. 
Exogenously fixed factors are the factors whose levels are not determined at the 
discretion of the management of a DMU. The levels of these factors cannot be 
expanded or contracted. If we treat these factors &<; the factors under managerial 
control, we will reach wrong conclusions about the D':\IU's efficiency. \Ve cnrrmoc,t 
that another robustness ana.lysis approach be developed to handle exogenously 
fixed DMUs. 
• Unobserved D:\IUs can progressively be inserted in the Production Possibility Set 
and efficiency changes traced. The insertion of Unobserved D.:\IUs in the Produc-
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199a; Thanassoulis and Allen, 1998). A progressive insertion of unobserved D?-.IUs 
corresponds to weight being progressively restricted. In this way, efficiency changes 
can be monitored. 
7.5.2 Possible use of role model DMUs 
\Ve could view the DMUs selected as robustly efficient by the robustness analysis as the 
role models. These DMUs can be used to improve the cross-efficiency and cone-ratio 
approaches in the following; 
• In the standard Cross-Efficiency, each DMU is evaluated by all the other D~!IUs. 
Some D~lUs which do have a rather non-robust efficiency standing are allowed to 
participate in the process. As a consequence, the efficiency rating that they attach 
to oth('r DMUs is likely to be unstable and we may question retaining those DMUs 
as assessors. \Ve suggest that they be excluded from the assessment process and 
only the Dl\IUs with a strong efficiency, either efficient or inefficient Dl\IUs, be the 
only ones to take part in t.he Cross-efficiency evaluation. It could also be possible 
to use the Dl\IUs with a high overall cross-efficiency score as assessors. \Ve believe 
that using such Dl\IUs in the evaluation process could lead to more reliable cross-
efficiency scores. In this way, the average cross-efficiency could be more meaningful. 
• The Cone~Ratio model is one of the methods of weight restrictions. Experts or 
decision makers are allowed to select the Dl\IGs which they judged to be the best 
performers. The opt.imal weights of those Dl\IUs are used to restrict all the weights. 
Thus all DJ\IUs are assessed through the lenses of those DJ\IUs highly appraised by 
experts or decision makers. This type of efficiency is very interesting and could be 
closer to reality. \Ve suggest that the robustly efficient D]\IUs be used to rate the 
other D]\IUs in a Cone-Ratio model. This procedure could be very useful especially 
when no preference information is available. 
7.5.3 Further investigation 
The follmving issues need further attention: 
• Target levds are very important to a Dl\IU because they reveal the potential for 
improvement within t.hat DMU. If a D.vIU reaches all his target. levels, it is going to 
become efficient. It could be interest.ing to trace how successive weight restrictions 
affect the target levels for a DI\IU. A D]\IU whose target levels are the current 
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• Value judgements can be used to rank order factors. The weight restrictions in 
our robustness analysis treats all weight factors the same by imposing the same 
bounds on each one of them. A robustness analysis which takes into account value 
judgements concerning the importance of the factors can thus be conducted. 
7.6 A Final COlument 
DEA is a very promising field with much potential that has yet to be uncovered. Initially, 
DEA was used to assess non-profit organizations. Then, the applicability was expanded 
to include banks, financial services, hospitals, police services, regulation of water, alloca-
tion of industrial etc. \Ve believe that DEA can address a wider ranger of problems 
with its large arsenal of tools and techniques nnd be npplied to new areas. 
DEA can also be used in conjunction with other methods such as l\lCDA, regression 
analysis, multivariate statistical analysis, non-parametric tests, etc. in order to enhance 
its ability to handle complex problems. Initial results suggest that duster analysis can 
guide and inform the process of assigning the Dl\lUs to their respective groups in method 
4. 'While the initial empha.'Sis of DEA was on the assessment of efficiency of D:\IUs, it 
can be applied to problems of choice which are a strong focus of :'\ICDA (Stewart and 
Belton, 1999; Stewart, 1996). \Ve should explore every avenue to find a more efficient 
combination of DEA with other existing methods. 
The \vide range of future research topics suggested here indicates that many possible 
achievements lie within the reach of this powerful method, DEA. In this study, our in-
tention wns not to replace the use of preference information in DEA. Rather, we wanted 
to show that objective information derived directly from DEA can complement and even 
monitor the use of value judgements in DEA especially in cases where there is little or 
no preference information. DEA practitioners should seek to learn from the extensive 
experience of :'\ICDA analysts a.nd researchers in eliciting and working with value judge-
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